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Preface

This publication is intended for leaders at al! levels of the
seafood industry, marine advisory personnel and public policy-

makers in related state and f'ederal agencies. Its purpose is to
foster discussion and development of a more informed view of

the market problems facing fishermen and oF the alternative
approaches which may be available to thrrn. It is hoped that this

publication will encourage growth and change in the marketing
system and its related institutions, and that the result~ will better

reflect the interests ot all participants.
The problems and alternatives identified reflect the authors'

experiences in studying fisheries throughout the United States.
Similar recent work by economists tor other food-producing

sectors culminated in a series of leaflets, "Marketing Alternatives
for Agriculture, ls There a Better Way?" Although the commercial

fishing industry is based on a resource quite dit'ferent from
land-based agriculture, there are distinct similarities in its rnarket-

ing system, marketing problems and viable alternatives. The
similarities provide the general basis for the following discussion,

but the uniquenesses of the seafood industry, particularly at the
harvesting-first buyer level, required the development of this

specific review.
For a brief overview, attention is directed to the definition of

marketing alternatives in the Introduction and to the fi~al section
of the publication, Marketing Alternatives in perspective, which

summarizes the marketing problems and alternatives and offers a
perspective of the entire report. The other sections i'urnish more

detailed discussions of specific individual marketing prohlems and
each of the important alternatives.
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Industry

Introduction

Markets and market channels tor scatood landed
by American tishermen are as varied and diverse as
the products which flow through them From small,
one-boat operations to highly industrialized fleets,
there is a wide range of conditions and problrms.
Traditionally, however, most f'ishermcn know very
little about what happens to the fish beyond the
dockside or point of first sale.

Fishermen exist in a changing environment to-
day. Recent legislative efforts, suclt as the Fisheries
Management and Conservation Act of 1976, have
greatly increased the output potential of the domes-
tic fishing industry. f'rograms to enhance the de-
veloprnent of entirely new fisheries are being widely
discussed in industry and government circles. institu-
tional and organizational barriers in the marketing
systems are among the i»ost clearly identified im-
pedirnents to this expansion and development.
Some, such as the lack of shore-side handling
facilities, are physical in nature, while other inherent
characteristics are less tangible, such as the inade-
quate methods ot reducing, shifting or spreading
risk, How f'ishermen fare as the total fishing/seafood
sector of the economy grows and expands is directly
related to their involvement in the development and
implementation of solutions designed to overcome
these barriers.

How well fisherinen fare also depends on the
way they are organized to market their product. The
dockside, or first buyer rnarkct, is traditionally the
only link fishermen have with the rest of the seafood
sector. How well this market oprratcs, in terms of
providing alternatives and an equitable price which
reflects final consumer demand, is an important
determinant of' economic we! l being. Too often,
however, fishermen accept whatever price is offered
and fail to examine individual or collective alterna-
tives which might be available to them.

A4arketing Alternative Defined
A major objective of this publication is to

identify and describe alternatives which fishermen
may apply in attempting to solve their marketing or
market-related problems. A marketing alternative is
defined as a procedure, mechanism and'or system
through which fishermen may sell, or influence the
terms of sale of, their products. Marketing alterna-
tives are not mutually exclusive and several inay be
used together at any one time to resolve market
problems. Through his selection of alternatives the
fisherman is striving to meet various objectives,
including obtaining the highest long-term net returns
possible from his producti'on and marketing venture.
Marketing alternatives may range f'rom traditional
dockside cash markets to sophisticated contracting
arrangements or vertical integration. Varying levels



of initiative and government involvement are re-
quired.

Descriptions, requirements for success, examples
of application and potential impacts on fishermen,
marketing firms and consumers are included for
selected alternatives. The intent is not to prescribe
exact solutions, but rather to present general alterna-
tives which appear promising, to stimulate discussion
among industry leaders and to foster a more aggres-
sive approach by fishermen toward solving their
marketing problems, Particular alternatives are nei-
ther endorsed nor recommended. These decisions
can only be made by fishermen themselves,

A brief overview of the fishing industry and
seafood sector provides the basis for discussions ol
individual marketing alternatives. Following this are
descriptions of the major marketing or market-related
problems confronting fishermen. The potential ap-
plicability of the marketing alternatives are assessed
against this background.

Seven marketing alternatives are included:
1. Organized exchanges
2. Forward contracting
3. Vertical integration and joint ventures
4. 6argaining associations
S. Marketing orders
6. Marketing boards
7. Extra-market activities

The final section contains an overview of the
alternatives and the marketing problems they are
designed to address. The applicability of each alter-
native to the set of marketing problems as well as
the degree of fisherman and government involvement
required to implement each is assessed, While the
primary focus of this publication is on marketing
problems and alternatives for fishermen, a broad
question of market control is implied throughout.
That question is, Nrho will market your seafoodf
Fishermen must recognize that choices are being
made and the existence of viable alternative market-
ing methods may depend on their initiative,

Overview of Seafood tndustry

Landings and Consumption
The U. S, seafood harvesting industry consists of

many relatively small firms, most of which operate
only a single vessel. A great deal of diversity exists
among the separate fisheries with respect to harvest-
ing methods, vessel sizes, relative value of catch
and related economic characteristics. In 1975 over
100,000 commercial fishing craft were registered but
only approximately 16,000 were larger than S net
tons. Of about 168,000 total fishermen, approxi-
inately 48,000 were employed on vessels of S net
tons or larger.

While landings have increased 35 to 40 percent

Table 1. Landings and Value of !major Fish and Shellfish
Species in the United States, 1976

Value Pounds

Species
Croup

Thousand Percent Thousand Percent
Dollars of Total Pounds of Total

�00! Percent

385,507 20.8
285,032 15,4
254,537 13.7
176,949 9.S

�00! Percent

422,881 7,0
449,142 7.5
404,489 6.7
406,876 6.8

Shrimp
Crabs
Salmon
Tuna

Subtotal 59.4 1,685,390 28.01,102,025

Menhaden
Scallops
Lobsters
Gams
Flounder

Subtotal

5,3
4.4
4.0
4.0
3,9

96,272
81,813
74,354
74,131
72.762

43.1
.6
.6

1.5
3.0

2,595,013
33,295
39,048
87,711

180,720

21.6 2,935,767 48.8

18.9 1,406,523 23,3

401,332

351,143All Others

TOTAV 1,854,500 100,0 6,027,700 100.0

over the past decade �969-1978!, value of catch
has increased nearly four-fold. Effort by U. S. fisher-
rnen tends to be concentrated on a relatively few
high valued species, although commercial quantities
of a great variety of different species are landed
seasonally in various coastal areas. In 1978 nine
species or species groups accounted for over 80
percent of the value of fish landed and about
three-fourths of the quantity  Table 1!. Four account-
ed for 60 percent of the value, The largest volume
fishery, menhaden, accounted for 43 percent of total
landings but represented only S,3 percent of value.

Regionally the Pacific and Gulf of Mexico ac-
count for the greatest share of landings  Table 2!. In
1976 West Coast fisheries comprised over 40 per-
cent of the value of landings and about 30 percent
of the volume, Gulf fisheries accounted for about a
quarter of value- and 36 percent of the quantity,

imports are also a very important seafood sup-
ply source in the United States. In 1978 about fr1
percent of the U.S. supply of edible commercial
fishery products was imported. f-rom 1955 through
1973, domestic landings decreased significantly as a
share of total edible supplies. in recent years the
domestic share has stabilized and even shown some
increase ITable 3!.

On a per capita basis, U.S. seafood consurnp-
tion is relatively fow when compared with meat and
poultry. In 1978 it is estimated that per capita

'Percentages may not add to 100 due to rounding.
Source: Fisheries of the U.S., 1978; IVational Marine

Fisheries Service, IVOAA: U,S. Department of
Commerce, April 1979.



Table 2. Commercial Landings of Fish and Shellfish by
Regions, United States, l 978'

Pounds VahreRegion

Thousand Thousand
Pounds Percent Dollars Percent

11.0 S 256,510 13.8
3.0 78,591 4.2
9.9 94,179 5.1
6.6 96,276 5.2

37.9 473,227 25.5
28.9 820,632 44.3
2.'I 23,465 1. 3

.2 11,620 .614,575

6,027,700 100.0 $1,854,500 100.0

'Percentages may not add to 100 percent due to rounding,
'Statistics on landings are shown in round weight for all
items except univalve and bivalve mollusks, such as
clams, oyslers, and scallops, which are shown in weight
of meats excluding the shell.
Note: Data are preliminary; landings by U.S.-flag vessels
at Puerto Rico or other ports outside the 50 states not
included. Data do not include production of artificially
cultivated fish and shellfish.

Table 3. U.S Supply of Bllble Commercial Fishery Products,
1955, 1960, 1965 and 'l970-1978; Round Weight
Rasis.

Domestic 1otat Domestic
Year Commercial Imports' Available Landings

Landings Supply Share of Total

--------million pounds
1955 2579 1323
1960 2498 1766
1965 2581 2576
1970 2537 3676
1971 2441 3582
1972 2435 4454
1913 2398 4709
1974 2496 4142
1975 2465 3929
19762 2760 4629
1977s 2900 4514
19782 3177 4958

sKxctudes imports of edible fishery products consumed in
Puerto Rico, but fncludes landings of foreign caught tuna
in American Samoa.

zpretirninary.
Source: Fisheries of the United States, 1978, National

Marine Fisheries Service, NOAA; U.S, Depart-
ment of Commerce.

New England
Ntlddle Atlantic
Chesapeake
South Atlantic
Culf
Pacific Coast
Creat Lakes and

other inland waters
Hawaii

Total'

660,717
200,603
598,618
398,940

2,286,998
1,740,855

'I26,394

3902
4264
5163
6213
6023
6889
7107
6638
6394
7389
7414
8135

percent
66.1
58.6

40.8
40.5
35.3
33.7
37.6
38,6
37.4
39.1
39,1

consumption of seafood was 13.4 pounds compared
with 149 pounds for red meat and 57 pounds for
poultry meat. About two-thirds of the seafood is
consumed through restaurants and institutional feed-
ing. Shrimp and tuna account for more than
one-third of edible consumption. Seat'ood prices
have risen rapidly in the past decade as demand has
increased and supplies have remained relatively stat-
ic. Retail fish prices in 1978 increased an average of
175 percent over 1967. During the same period
prices for all food products increased 111 percent,
red meat 106 percertt and poultry 73 percent,

Marketing Channels
The channels through which fish and shellfish

reach the ultimate consumer vary greatly among
fisheries. /vlarket channels refer to the path the
product takes as it moves from the harvesting level
through processing, distribution and retailing. Figure
1 is a generalized diagram of these marketing
channels. There are variation~, depending on prod-
uct differences and traditional trading patterns which
have developed in specitic  isherr'es. The nature of
the marketing channel and the types of firms which
operate at various levels are important to a discus-
sion of marketing alternatives for fishermen. The
major levels are harvesting, dockside buyer, process-
ing, wholesaling and retailing. As with most food
industries the channel is hour-glass shaped Many
fishermen sel! to significantly fewer handlers and/or
processors; they, in turn, sell to wholesalers who
supply a much larger number of retailers.

Ownership of the fish or seafood product
changes hands at several points in this system.
These are referred to as pricing points to indicate
that a price is established wherever ownership
changes. Cenerally a pricing point is associated with
the existence of some type of market which sets a
price. These may be wholesale markets, active
auctions or, perhaps, a local dockside market with
only one or hvo buyers. These are discussed later in
more detail.

The fisherman is most interested in the first
pricing point � when he sells his product. How
well this market reflects the true market value of his
product is the primary determinant of his economic
well being. It is true, however, that markets through-
out the channel affect the dockside or "first buyer"
price.

For the most part fishing vessels are not tied to
processing or other levels of the marketing channels.
A notable exception is the industrial fisheries of the
Gulf of Mexico where firms are fully integrated from
harvesting through marketing of their products. In
edible fisheries, examples of integration acros~ this
first pricing point may be found in both the tuna
and shrimp industries. In other instances fishermen



Fjgrsre !. Ceneralized Diagram of Major Marketirrg
Channels for Domestic Seafood Products.

have integrated forward to the extent of owning
dockside facilities but they still sell to processors or
wholesalers in an open market.

Traditianaj Dockside Markets

Dockside markets may differ greatly in com-
petitiveness and in the way prices are deterinined
for an individual lot of fish. Perhaps the most
prevalent form of market in the fishing industry is
the traditional independent trading arrangement or
private sale. Each fisherman negotiates independently
with available buyers in a market that is usually
limited to a defined port area. The collective activity
of this independent trading creates a spot, or cash,
market for the fish in that port or area. Under ideal
competitive conditions the basic economic forces of
supply and demand determine a price for fish of a
given quality at that time. Where this process meets
the needs and expectations of both buyers and
sellers, this is fine; the competitive independent
trading spot market represents one marketing alterna-
tive. When needs or expectations are not met by
such a market, however, other alternatives should be
explored.

Various types of auctions or organized ex-
changes have been developed both in the fishing
industry and in other cornrnodity marketing systems,
These alternatives and others are detailed elsewhere
in this publication. One major point is the exact
role a fisherman plays in determining which alterna-
tives can help him sell his fish. Before examining
specific marketing alternatives, however, it is appro-
priate to look at the overall problems which exist in
the U.S. marketing system for fish and shellfish.
Once these problems are clearly identified, it will be
easier to assess the value of the marketing alterna-
tives more directly.



Demand Problems

Seafood NarketinII
Problem

There ha.s been litt e research devoted to specif-
ically identifying the numerous seafood marketing
problems. Consequently, this discussion should not
be interpreted as totally complete. lvluch of previous
discussions of problems and attempts at resolution
have been directed to symptoms rather than basic
causes. An attempt is made here to distinguish
between symptoins and problems and to outline
general categories of problems which produce the
symptoms. Problems are classified into three broad
groups: �! demand, �! market structure and coordi-
nation, and �! supply-related problems. Ma!or atten-
tion is given to problems at thc first market level
which is referred to as the seafood buyer or seafood
dealer market level.

Symptom or Problem
Symptoms reflect the felt needs of industry

members and/or consumers tor solutions to basic
problem~. Problems cause the symptoms. Symptoms
commonly noted by members of the seatood indus-
try are �! low prices and/or wide seasonal price
variations, �! low or unstable produce incoines, �!
poor quality seafood products which often are not
supp ~ed in the proper product type or market
location, and �! concern that not enough of the
consumers' dollar is being returned to fishermen.
Attempts to alter these symptoms directly rather than
attacking the basic causes lead, at best, to shoit-run
solutions.

There are two types of deinand-related prob-
lems: �l price responsiveness and �! level of
demand. Price responsiveness is concerned with
demand elasticity, which is a measure of relatively
how much inore   ess! will be purchased as price
declines  increases!, Fishermen's prices are highly
responsive to small changes in production. This is
important for two reasons. First, prices vary widely
from month to month as seasonality affects prod-
uction. This results in unstable incomes for fisher-
rnen. Second, gross incomes decline as production
increases when the price is highly responsive to
quantity changes, ln this situation prices decline
more than production increases.

Level of demand dictates the prices fishermen
will receive for different quantities landed increased
demand means fishermen will receive higher prices
and high levels of gross income for given levels of
production. Consequently, fishermen and other
members of the seafood industry generally want to
expand the demand for seafood products.

These demand problems result from three under-
lying factors: �! perishability and limited market



access, �! iow level of domestic demand, and �!
I imi ted export demand.

PeriShability artd Limited Market Access
Fresh seafood products are highly perishable.

Since most individual fishermen cannot process and
for store their products, they must sell their catch at
the dock as soon as it is landed regardless of the
current market price. Prices will be driven to low
levels during peak seasonal production periods, and,
in some cases, gross revenues will decrease while
production is at a peak. Oevelopment of processing
and storage activities and facilities increases the
number of market outlets, gives tishermen access to
a greater variety of markets and reduces the perish-
ability problem since the catch can be held until
prices improve. Dockside prices will be less sensi-
tive to production variations. Supplies placed in the
market system also will be evened out, thus reduc-
ing price and income variations. Fishermen, how-
ever, may not receive the full benefits if they are
not integrated into the marketing and processing
sector.

Low Level of Domestic Demand

Domestic seafood demand at the consumer level
is generally categorized as insensitive to price
changes and low when compared with the demand
for other meat products and with seafood demand in
other countries. Several characteristics of the U, S.
market and consumers are responsible for this situa-
tion.

Lack of knowledge. It is generally accepted that
domestic demand depends on the level of consumer
seafood education. Homemakers, in particular, need
to know more about  I! alternative preparations or
uses of seafood products, l2! nutritional attributes,
�} quality characteristics, and �! preservation and
safety factors, This lack of knowledge is a major
cause of the relatively low seafood demand in the
Un~ted States. Promotional consumer education ac-
tivities generally are suggested as solutions.

Tastes, preferences and substitutes. The appar-
ent lack of taste and preferences for seafood by U.S.
consumers also is cited as a reason for the relatively
low seafood demand. U.S. per capita consumption
is only about one-fourth that of many foreign coun-
tries. This, however, may be more closely related to
the number of available substitutes. Re!atrvely high
pe  capita consumption in foreign countries may be
due as inuch to a lack of other meat substitutes as it
is due to a real preference for seafood.

CoiIsunter incomes. Consumer incoine is a third
factor directly affecting the level of demand, Higher
incomes tend to focus consumption on high valued
products, such as shellfish, and decrease the de-

mand for lower valued seafood products. Further
expansion of these markets for high valued species
results in seafood supplied at prices considerably
above those of competitive products. Promotional
and educational activities are needed ta expand
seafood markets successfully, particularly for the
lower-valued, underutilized and non-traditional
spec I es.

Seafootf as a percentage of expenditures. Sea-
food consumed at horne is only a small part of the
U.S, consumer's food budget. Most seafood is eaten
in restaurants where the actual cost of the seafood is
only a small part of the total price of the dinner,
Because of this, there is little variance in the
quantity consumed as the price of the seafood
component changes.

Price of imports. The relatively low price of
substitute imported seafood products also contributes
to the low demand for domestic products. A more
detailed discussion of imports is included under
supply-related problems.

Possible solutions to inelastic and low-level
demand problems often involve activities which are
beyond the scope of individual producers or fish
dealers. fvtarketing associations or other groups must
provide these activities, and any successful develop-
ment activity will require coordination of the supply
sector with marketing activities throughout the
system,

Limited Export Demand
Export demand increases the total demand for

U.S. seafood products. Overall, the export of V.S.
seafood products is relatively low, Both domestic
supply and demand problems affect the expansion of
foreign markets. Impediments include It! political
barriers, such as import duties and trade restrictions,
�! lack of concentrated volumes of sufficient size to
meet foreign orders and to effect economies of scale
in shipping, and �! foreign tastes and preferences
which differ from those in the United States. The
fatter is a problem because current U.S. product
characteristics and handling methods differ from
those desired by foreign consumers. Croup and/or
government action is necessary to remove or reduce
politically related barriers to foreign market expan-
sion, while adjustments in market structure and the
supply system are necessary to overcome problems
of volume and meeting foreign customer needs

Market Structure and Coordination
Many marketing probleins evolve from the way

the industry is organized and the way sales and
sales information are handled. These are fmmaliy
referred to as market structure and cool'dination
problem s.



«Ordinating Activities
A successfu  seafood industry requires coordina-

tion between fishermen and the ultimate consumers.
lt is the function of the marketing system to coordi-
nate the production decisions of producers with the
purchase decisions of consumers. Cenera ly, this is
handled by middlemen, the seafood deaters and
processors, since only a sinai  part of the total
production is sold directly to consumers by fisher-
rnen, This coordination requires �! price and quanti-
ty information and �! uniform producl standards and
descriptions. These two items, often lacking in the
seafood industry, are a source of many coordination
problems,

Lack of price and quantity information. Prices
reflect supply and demand at the final market level.
These prices must be passed down through the
market system in order for fishermen to know what
products to supply in what quantities, Certain desir-
ab e attributes of price information are often lacking
in the present seafood marketing system. Current
price information is often described as inadequate,
inaccurate and untimely. The basic problems are the
lack of a formal price reporting system at the retail
level and only a timited reporting system at the
wholesale tevel, Limited price information is publish-
ed for selected terminat markets but these are often
one or more levels removed from the fishermen.
This often leads to incorrect information in terms of
the size of marketing margins and expected dockside
prices. In some dockside sales, fishermen must wait
unti  the truck returns from market to  earn what
price was received. This may occur a week or more
after production and, thus, does not allow efficient
production planning.

lack of uniform product standards and descrip-
tions. tn addition to price information, effective
communication of demand and supply conditions
throughout the market system requires precise lan-
guage. tn marketing terms this language refers to
grades and standards, nomenclature, "correct" label-
ing and related information with respect to product
type and attributes. Crades and standards are not
widely standardized in the seafood industry as they
are for other food commodities, At best, nornencla-
ture is consistent only in local geographica  areas,
These deficiencies lead to intentional as well as
unintentiona I product inislabeling. Promotional efforts
to bui d an image are defeated when other  esser
valued products are merchandised under the same
name. It is difficult to stimu ate seafood production
of the type and quality demanded by the ultimate
consumer without proper grades, standards and
nomencl ature.

Structural Characteristics
Limiterf cornprM on. An industry's structural

characteristics generally refer to the number and
relative size of firms at ditferent market levels as
well as the vertical integration between market
levels. These structural characteristii s may actually
cause marketing problems related to competition and
efficient size of operation A smatl number of firms
compared to the number of lishermen or a few large
dominant firms may tead to a lack of competition,
With a noncompetitive structure, fishermen receive
lower prices, and this, in turn, causes fishermen to
produce less than they would it prices were higher.
"Company" ~tore practices create similar situations.
Fishermen who are obligated to sell to certain
buyers do not have the alternative of seeking out the
best price,

At the other extreme, too many fish buyers may
cause the industry to suffer from excessive cornpeti-
tion, A large number of buyers may bid prices up to
levels where they are unable to rese   in the
who esa e or retail markets for an adequate profit.
Competition for fishermen also often causes buyers
to absorb losses when prices are low.  n this case
buyers are willing to absorb losses to insure a
supply when pnces increase. Obviously this type of
situation will not persist for a Iong period of time,
Without a total understanding of seasonal price
variations, fishermen often are unhappy with in-
creased margins during these more favorabile markets
for fish buyers.

Small scale of first buyer operation. The sima l
scale of many fish buyers may have detrimental
effects on the system, The marketing firms may be
financially unstable or have limited dockage and
storage capacity. Financial instabi ity may cause
firms to enter and leave the industry frequently
which prevents deve oprnent of consistent marketing
channels, Inadequate capital also leads to technical
inefficiencies and limits storage and processing
facilities, These prob erns  imit the market access of
individual fishermen which, in turn, causes therm to
receive widely fluctuating prices.

Larger marketing firms also may have problems
related to limited unloading, storage and processing
facilities because demand tor shoreside space in
some areas for nonfisheries use has bid the price
beyond its value for use as a commercial fishing,
facility. Seasonal and annual variations in landings
also affect the financial stability of  arge firms.

Supply-Related Problems
Many of the marketing problems discussed are

magnified by supply-related problems. Supply
characteristics which can affect fishermen are ll !
variations in supply, �!harvesting characteristics,
and �! volume of imports.
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Variations in Supply
C.atch variability and associated highly sensitive

dockside demand causes wide price variations within
and between production seasons, This, in turn,
produces similar variations in fishermen's gross in-
comes. Landing variations essentially result from �!
biological and environmental variables and �! regu-
latory programs. Fishermen have  ittle or no direct
control over the first variables. How much control
can be exercised over regulations depends on the
political climate and the extent ot industry represen-
tation in formulating management programs.

Price and income problems caused by catch
variations are often intensihed by a lack of adequate
storage facilities to even out the supp y between
production seasons. Inadequate unloading and hand-
ling facilities also adds to the problem,

Structure of Harvesting Industry
Producers' harvesting practices, assembly proce-

dures and on-board handling also cause. supply-re-
lated problems. In many fisheries there are nurner-
ous small producers located over wide geographical
areas. Each produces relatively sma   voluraes of
many species which results in a high-cast assembly
system. This problem is further aggravated because
on-board handling is not consistent between produc-
ers. These factors raake it difficult and costly to
provide a stable uniforra flow of' seafood for the
market.

Volume of Imports
The final supply-related problem is due to the

large volume of seafood moving into the United
States. The volume of imports of all species causes
the level of prices throughout the market system to
decline. In some cases imports have been rais-
labeled, causing a price decline for relatively high

valued U.S. landed products and, possibly, deterio-
ration of product image. Domestic prices are sus-
ceptible to market conditions and policies of export-
ing countries. Until domestic production increases
substantially the U.S. market wil! be dependent on
imports to in~ure. a continuing supply. Efforts to
control imports need to be closely coordinated with
fishery expansion to in~ure balance is maintained
between production and consumer needs. Dome~tie
supply control efforts will be ineffective, however,
without import regu ation.

Summary of Marketing Problems
Three basic demand-related problems may be

identified:  l! perishability of tresh seatood; �!
limited market access; and �! low level of demand,
both dome~tie and export.

Market structure and coordination problems re-
late to market information, degree of competition
and nature of support facilities. Specifically, these
are  t! an inaccurate, irtadequatc and untimely price
reporting system, �! an absence ol acceptable
nomenclature, grades and standards, �! limited
competition in some areas. and �! small scale
fishing and fish buyer operation~.

Supply-related problems are wide seasonal and
annua  variations in supplies often being delivered in
small, inconsistent units at the producer level. Total
supply of a given quantity and quality on an annual
and seasonal basis is difficult to control because of
�! biological, environrnenta  and regulatory variabili-
ty, �! many small, wide y dispersed frshermen, and
�! a large volume of imports.

marketing problem~ must be thnroughly under-
stood before alternative arrangements can be assess-
ed, In the following sections various approaches will
be discussed which can aid I'ishermc n as they strive
to meet the challenges presented by a dynamic food
production and marketing system.



Fish Auctions
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Organized
Ex anges

In the evolution of commodity marketing sys
terns trading among individuals gradual ly becomes
organized and often is physically centralized to aid
communications, product examination and price
negotiation. Auction markets are a farm of organized
exchanges which have been used for hsh marketing
in many parts of the world, Two forms are de-
scribed, "hands-on" auctions and electronic or
"hands-off" auctions which use modern comrnunica-
tion systems and computers and eliminate the need
to assemble the product at a specific location.

Another form of organized exchange which has
been employed in commodity marketing is the
futures market. While this has not been used suc-
cessfully in fish marketing, same aspects potentially
could resolve some problems facing fishermen and
seafood product handlers.

Auctions are a common way of selling fish in
Europe and japan but are rarely used in North
America, These foreign auctions appear to work best
when there is a strong demand for high quality,
diverse fisheries' products, It is unclear whether
these auctions are a response ta consumer demand
or, in fact, are themselves responsible far the pres-
ence of the strong demand, Whatever the case,
these auctions appear ta be a model of a well
functioning market; they provide generally high
prices ta fishermen and a high quality product to
consumers. As such, they are worthy of considera-
tion by U.S, fisheries,

An auction brings a large number of buyers and
sellers together to give both groups maximum access
to the market, From the fisherman's point of view
this means he can obtain bids from a large number
of buyers. The processor, in turn, has the option of
buying from as many or as few fishermen as he
needs to meet his production schedule. Auctions
came in many farms and are operated under many
different conditions. Geography, product type and
form and the distribution system influence wh t type
o auction, if any, is suitable for a given fishery.f

uence w at type

The forms auctions may take, factors influencing
their success, means of implementation and ' paimpacts
are discussed in this section,

Types of Auctions
Generally, the different farms of auctions are

distinguished by the location of the product when;t
is sold and the method of price bidding for the
product, Location is important if buyers need t ta see
the product on which they are bidding. In most
instances, fishery product standards are not well~
fined or accepted and potential buyers consider it



necessary to visually inspect the product. Traditional
auctions of this type, the "hands-on" auction, are
the most commonly found, Where product standards
are well established, "hands-off" auctions can be
conducted using telephones, teletype~ or similar
electronic means. Product standards must be defined
welf enough, however, that a third party can suc-
cessfully arbitrate a dispute between buyer and
seller.

Price bidding is typically conducted in one of
two basic ways. The english, or progressive, system
of bidding is the most well-known. The auctioneer
starts with a Iow price and works his way up until
the bidding stops. In the Dut h system the auc-
tioneer starts with a high price and works his way
down until some buyer indicates that he will pay
the price,

A relatively new auction method is a system in
which all lots of the commodity offered for sale are
entered into a computer information storage and
retrieval system so that descriptions of each Iot are
available to potential buyers. The buyer then bids
on those lots in which he is interested. This system
is used for cotton and some livestock in the United
States and Canada,

Auction variations are made possible by differ-
ences in location and method of bidding. This
makes the auction approach to marketing fisheries'
products relatively flexible and acceptable to many
market situations. This same flexibility, however,
means that the right kind of auction arrangement, if
any, must be carefully considered for each possible
fishery application. Auctions do not come in
ready-to-use packages.

Factors Influencing the Nature and
Success of Auctions

Any market is a fairly complex adaptation to the
kind of product involved, processing methods, the
nature of consumer deinand, seasonality and other
variations in supply, wholesale and retail distribution
systems, geography, vested interests and government
regulations. Consequently, the feasibility and appro-
priateness of any new auction system will depend
on how well it meets the market requirements and
satisfies the buyers' and sellers' interests. Needless to
say, the possibilities for the successful introduction
of an auction are considerably improved if all, or
nearly all, current participants in the market stand to
benefit, This may be difficult to accomplish if the
current marketing system is reasonably efficient.
Many fisheries' markets, especialfy the fresh markets,
are not typically very efficient, however, because of
the market information, access and pricing problem.
In these cases fishermen and buyers will find auc-
tions can be mutually beneficial. The most important
factors which should be considered with regard to

the feasibility and choice of auction type are dis-
cussed below.

Product standards. The form of the fishery
product when sold by the fisherman has a major
influence on the r'easible methods of sale and
alternative auction forms. In I'isheries where the
product is uniform in quality or easy to describe
fully by one or two means  alive or dead, different
size groupings!, little information must be conveyed
with each sale and it usually is easily understood.
f: or example, both buyer anrl seller understand
exactly what is meant by "300 pounds of live,
one-pound lobsters." In this situation, there are
minimal problems of trustworthiness between buyer
and sel'ler. These types of producl markets are
especially welf suited for a "hands-off" auction
where the product need not be present at the time
of the sale. The telephone bidding system used for
shrimp in Brownsviffe, TX, and the California
pre-trip tuna auctions are examples of this type or
product market.

Most fisheries' markets, however, are not
characterized so simply. The New England ground-
fish market typifies the most complex market in
which many species of highly variable quality are
involved in each sale. In these cases the nature of
the product requires that each sale be accompanied
by information regarding quantity and distribution of
sizes by species as well as about the distribution of
quality within each size category. The problem is
compounded by the lack of generally accepted
verbal descriptions of subtle qualitative attributes. If
the I'ish are available at the time of sale, the buyer
need only to examine the product. Should this
transaction be conducted by telephone or other
electronic means, the possibilities of conveying pre-
cise, accurate information about the product's
characteristics are greatly reduced. When trading in
this highly diverse type of product does occur by
telephone most buyers and sellers limit their transac-
tions to a small circle of individuals they have
learned are trustworthy. Even then, most transactions
are conducted on the assumption of some rninimurn
standard of quality lrather than a maximum or
gradations in between! to reduce the possibility of
later disputes between the parties.

A "handstaff" auction attempting to deal in this
kind of product would find the information require-
ments and the problems of enforcing the accuracy of
statements about product condition to be nearly
insurmountable. A "hands-on" auction is probably
the only kind of feasible auction for a rnultispecies,
variable quality product markr t at this time. II is
possible, however, that a "hands-on" auction could
evolve into an electronic auction as traders develop
consistent and enforceable product standards. The
history of livestock auctions clearly indicates that
such a potential exists.



Fish auctions are an Important marketing option'',
in tnany countries.



Distribution and processing requirements. A
processor often will be willing to pay more for a
product if it is supplied in a way which is harrnoni-
ous with his production requirements. A processor
often establishes informal trading arrangements with
a number of fishermen to be able to get any
product at all in unorganized fisheries' markets.
Generally he agrees to take an entire catch at a
price set according to some formula  e.g., based on
government price reports or some other standard!.
He often has to buy more fish than he can process
or buy fish that are unsuited tor his operation. One
of two things usually occurs in these situations. The
processor refuses to buy more fish which lays up
men and boats or he places fishermen on strict
catch quotas  e.g., the Pacific coast ground fishery!.
As an alternative, he continues to buy and attempts
to broker the product to other buyers, frequently at
a loss, which he tends to cover through lower prices
to fishermen. At other times he may find that his
"contract" fishermen cannot land enough fish to
keep his processing lines busy and his workers fully
utilized. These overhead costs are absorbed, in part,
through lower prices to fishermen over the course of
the year. In any event, the inability of unorganized
markets to match supply and processing capacity
easily results in lower incomes for fishermen than
they might otherwise receive.

A major advantage of an auction market is that
it minimizes the effects of temporary, localized
shortages or oversupplies of fish and/or processing
capacity. This is because variations in supply or
processing capacity are likely to be much less for a
large number of fishermen and processor~ than they
would be if the same people were dealing on an
independent basis. A fisherman always has the
option of selling to the highest bidder in an auction
market; he is not dependent on the capacity of a
single buyer. Processors and dealers have direct
access to the supply of all fish being sold and do
not have to depend on the regularity of a small
number of usual suppliers or contract boats.

ln addition, fish need not be sold and transport-
ed several times before reaching the initial proces-
sors and distributors since the latter need not trade
among themselves to balance their supplies and
processing capacity. Processors can plan their opera-
tions on the basis of a more predictable and less
variable supply. The costs of hiring temporary,
untrained labor and the equipment necessary to
handle localized supply gluts can be reduced signifi-
cantly. Processing workers enjoy steadier employ-
ment and have more reason to upgrade their skills.
On the distribution side the processor can fulfill
more exacting and valuable supply contracts because
he can assure his clients of a continuous supply and
a higher, or at least more reliable, level of product
quality.

The processor will realize these benefits only if
he is willing to bid the top price iri the auction. If
not, he will not obtain a steady supply of the right
quality product and will lose roost ot the benefits he
might otherwise gain. In er'lect, the processor is
forced to shit't sr!r»e of the gain to fisfrerrnen to
realize the most benefits from an auction market

Product quality. An active auction market en-
hances cornpeti ion among buyer~. Premiums and
discounts are established in the competitive bidding
process in relation to recognized quality attributes of
the product. Buyers reflect consumer demand by
bidding higher for products of a higher quality.

From the individual fisherman's point of view
these quaiity prerniurns are important because they
reward the man who invests in the equipment and
time necessary to deliver a first cla~s product.
Quality premiums also benefit the industry as a
whole because they create a tendency for overall
higher-quality products. One of the major problems
in many fisherir s is that hrgh quality is not rewarded
consistently; this tends to reduce the average quality
level to just above that net.essary for acceptance.

As an auction becomes e~tabli~hed and the.
pattern of premiums and discounts emerge, the
product qualities on which these are based will
become better recognized, This may lead to im-
proved product descriptions and, ultimately, to the
establishment of broader, more accessible markets,
perhaps through electronic assistance.

Market irsformation and power. One advantage
of an auction for the fisherman is that it minimizes
the cost of required market information and it does
so without imposing a penalty. There is some
advantage in unorganized markets in knowing who
is buying how much of what kind of product.
Unorganized markets also give individuals the lever-
age of threatening to withhold future supplies or
purchases. Large supplier~ and buyers can use the
promise of future deliveries or purchases to effect a
better current market price for them~elves.

information advantages, market power and large
size are frequently highly correlated. Market inf'orma-
tion is costly and also frequently has the attributes
of a fixed cost. Large firms can spread the cost of
market information across a larger volume of sales
to lower their unit costs, improve their competitive
position and lay the groundwork for further growth.

By bringing many buyers and sellers together in
a central exchange, an auction reduce~ the amount
and cost of information for everyone and creates a
much more balanced competitive situation. The rela-
tive advantage of spreading information costs over
large volumes which larger firms enjoy in an unor-
ganized market disappears in an auction system
because of the low cost to everyone. Threats to
withhold future sales or purchases have no impact
in an auction market since all transactions are
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impersonal and everyone is free to turn to anyone
else to buy or sell. Consequently, price differentials
are not caused by market power, but rather result
from actual differences in the product being sold.

Large buying firms also benefit from an auction
because absolute costs are reduced, Because of their
access to all supplies, buyers may find that an
auction provides a more reliable supply at less
expense and trouble than they encounter in running
their own integrated fleet. The buyers' incentive to
integrate into fish harvesting may be reduced signifi-
cantly in an organized market.

Geography. Ideally, a "hands-on" auction
should be located in a transportation center between
a major harvesting area and a major consumption
area. This would minimize the pre-auction transpor-
tation ancl handling costs since most products woulcl
be moving through the center anyway. If geography
or normal shipping practices do not create a trans-
portation center, the extra shipping costs required for
a "hands-on" auction can reduce the potential
gains.

There is more incentive to have a "hands-off"
auction under these circumstances since it is not
necessary to transport the product. Buyers and
fishermen, or their agents, can participate effectively
from a distance and can conclude the sale with
shipment of the product to any point designated by
the buyer,

Number of buyers and selfers/volume of prod-
uct. Both hands-off and hands-on auctions require
that sufficient buyers and sellers be involved to
prevent collusion and that buyers be representative
of the variety present in the final demand for the
product, Many of the benefits of an auction are
forfeited if there is any collusion and or only part of
the final demand is represented. These problems are
overcome by making the auction as accessible as
possible. One of the most significant advantages of a
hands-off auction is that it enables more buyers and
sellers to participate since they do not have to be
physically located together.

Collusion can be prevented by allowing fisher-
men to set minimum prices for their fish, providing
fishermen with cold or frozen storage so products
can be held off the market, and allowing fishermen
to remove their fish from the auction. Handling
methods at the auction also can affect the number
of real buyers accessible to fishermen. Large Iot
sizes, for example, may exclude many small,
specialized buyers. If fish are auctioned before
off-loading on an "as if first quality" basis, as in
Boston, renegotiation to establish actual quality and
price after the auction closes deprives fishermen of
access to fnany buyers. The magnitude of quality
associated premiums and discounts then are not
subject to the impersonal competitive forces of the
auction.

Implementing an Auction
Auctions do not occur spontaneously but rather

result from cooperative efforts of sellers, buyers and,
usually, some public agency such as a city, county
or state. Cooperative action is essential because the
benefits of an auction depend on a critical rninirnum
number of buyers and sellers participating. An auc-
tion cannot start with one or two people. There
must be an infitial agreefnent among a nufnber of
buyers and sellers to conduct their transactions
through an auction. This agreement often is the
major problem in establishing an auction.

The first step is to determine if an auction is
needed. This study should assess the potential
volume, species involved, numbers of buyers and
sellers, required facilities and associated investments,
operating costs and planned operating procedures
and rules. After determining the needs and potential
benefits, support among buyers and sellers can be
genera ized through an educational program. Each
possible participant wilt have to make his own
personal assessment based on his own situation. No
one can be expected to make a major decision
based on a vague notion that an auction would be
a good thing.

Efficiency and impartiality are the main require-
ments tor operating an auction. Cenerajly, this is
achieved best by establishing an independent corpo-
ration governed by representatives of the various
user groups. Once operational, everything possible
must be done to assure both the actuality and the
appearance of impartiality. This does not mean that
the initial development and promotion of the auction
concept cannot be undertaken by a fishermen's
cooperative, buyers' association or a combination of
both.

A further discussion on initiating and setting up
inarketing organizations is given in the final section
of this report. Wntten descriptions of fish auctions
are not readily available, but several references on
related auctions are listed as well as suggestions on
ways to contact people with experience in organiz-
ing and operating similar businesses.

futures Markets

Another form of organized exchange which
often is used in conjunction with rood commodity
marketing is a market for futures contracts. A futures
contract is a commitment to deliver a specified
quantity of a commodity at a stated future time
which meets a narrowly defined set of specifications.
Such contracts exist and are widely traded, not only
for food-related commodities such as wheat, corn,
live cattle and frozen eggs but also for fnany metals,
industrial materials and other non-food commodities,
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How Do They Work>
An organized futures market permits risk to be

shifted among all participants. By selling a futures
contract, the owner of a stored commodity can set
the sales price before he actually plans to sell it in
the spot market. An otfsr tting transaction is then
made in the futures market when he does sell the
stored product. Since the cash and futures prices
tend to move togr ther over time he has effectively
hedged his position and locked-in a price for the
commodity. This effer tively reduces the risk as-
sociated with storing the commodity during a period
of fluctuating prices. Ttie same mechanism in re-
verse nrder is used by a buyer who has a known
future use for the commodity and who wishes to fix
a price now. f.le buys a futures contr~et now with
an offsetting sale later when the coinrnodity is
actually purchased in the open market.

Speculative tracing plays an important role in
the futures market in that it expands the volume and
permits the continued existence of the market. Basic-
a ly, the speculator is trying to make money on the
futures contract itself by anticipating the movement
of contract prices. It is important to note that futures
contracts are nearly always offset before the de ivery
date. Neither the buyer nor the seller of the futures
contract intends to actually exchange the product. It
is not the same as a forward contract which will be
discussed in a later section. Primarily futures markets
are market facifitating devices which permit risk to
be shifted and which may enhance market informa-
tion availability.

its trading. The overhead of the exchange
has to be covered by the transaction charge
and volume helps to keep this clown

Application to Fish Marketing
lt is evident that futures markets havr. limited

potential for many fisheries because of the lack of
standard grades and product descriptions Standard-
ized storabfe products, such as frozen tish blocks or
shrimp, come as close to meeting thi criteria as any
seafood product.

The concept of futures contracts is not entirely
new to the seafood industry. In 196S a contract for
frozen shrimp was developed and offered for trading
by the Chicago Mercantile Exchange. Trading con-
tinued for one year until a short production season
resufted in very low storage holdings and limited use
of the contract by hedgers, Whife this contract
experience is not fully documented it apparently
failed for lack of volume rather than for any
technical feasibifity reason.

Fishermen will not participate in the futures
market directly unless they process and store their
fish for future sale. While this seldom is done
individually, fishermen may participate in such ac-
tivities through forward integration into processing in
a cooperative or corporate structure. As other alter-
natives are used, fishermen may have a more direct
interest in such risk-shifting arrangements as l'utures
trading. Futures trading may benefit the entire indus-
try because it facilitates better management of stor-
age stocks and improves market information.

Basic Requirements
Futures markets are much more complex than

this abbreviated discussion may imply. Space does
not permit a detailed discussion which is readily
available in futures trading texts and guides. Certain
basic requirements for a successful market are recog-
nized, however.

�! As with any organized exchange, the corn-
modity must have some general interest so a
large number of buyers and sellers will be
encouraged to participate.

�! The potential to set meaningful uniform
grades and standards is particularly irnpor-
tant. Organized futures markets are conduct-
ed over large distances and contracts are
narrowly specified, The commodity must
lend itself to a standard description so a
readily tradable contract can be specified.
This may be a problem for many fishery
products, although frozen blocks and frozen
shrimp might fit this requirement,

�! Volume potential must be fairfy large so that
an organized exchange will have the incen-
tive to develop the contract and undertake

Impacts
Organized exchanges represent a significant

change from the traditional private trading patterns
which dominate many fish markets. Organized auc-
tion markets have the greatest potential for direct
benefits to fishermen. As grades and product stan-
dards are established, electronic  haiids-off! auctions
will provide still more benefits. The development of
such auctions should impact fishermen a great dea!
if they are successful in attracting a larger number of
potential buyers. Market access can be greatly en-
hanced for buyers as welf as sellers through well-or-
ganized, efficiently operated auctions. Organized ex-
changes provide improved market information which
also should benefit producers in regions where
similar species are sold but an auction is not yet
established.

Efficiencies gained through improving the com-
petitive environment in I'ish marketing should benefit
consumers to the extent that competition exists at all
levels of the seafood marketing system. This benefit
should be realized both by reduced prices and by a
more responsive system which reacts quickly and
efficiently to changing consumer demand.



Forward
Con cting

6ecause of the perishability of their product,
commercial fishermen continually try to identify their
market outlet before the catch is landed. Typically
these arrangements are int'ormal, consisting of an
unwritten agreement that the entire catch or a
portion of it be sold to the same buyer at the
prevailing price. In these cases, the buyer generally
sets the price.

The forward sales arrangements discussed here
differ from informal agreements in that they are
written and legally binding on the participants.

Def< nit<on

Contract integration consists of a formal, written
agreement between a buyer and seller relating to the
delivery, pricing and acceptance of a specified
amount of product at a specified time and place.
Since fishermen typically make the arrangements
prior to a voyage, the instrument of this agreement
can be given the more complete title of "forward
contract." AII forward contracts commit buyers and
sellers to particular exchange arrangements prior to
delivery, but specitic contract terms can vary widely
depending on the characteristics and requirements of
the individual fisheries involved.

Delivery arrangements may specify when, where
and how much product is to be delivered and
define acceptability standards for the product. Price
agreements may specify either a set price or a
formula by which the price is to be determined.
Formula accords may use reportecl prices, such as
those published by the National Marine Fisheries
Service Market News Sefvice, as the base price and
further stipulate prerniurns and discounts based on
location and quality. Considering the wide price
variability of many fishery products, formula pricing
seems better suited than fixed pricing.

Contracts can specify terms other than those
relating to price and quantity. These other factors
are used to classify different kinds of forward con-
tracts and are discussed below.

ClassifiCation of COntractS

Market specification contracts specify the quanti-
ty of the product to be delivered and may define
rninirnum acceptable quality. Fisherman make all
decisions relating to when, where and how to fish
and are responsible for their own production.

Production management contracts specify both
the quantity and quality of the product to be
delivered. Ownership does not change hands until
the product is physically transferred from seller to
buyer, but often the buyer will supply an input such
as ice or will require particular holding practices at
sea as a means of ensuring quality. In cases where



the buyer controls storage practices, management of
the production enterprise is at least partially shifted
from the fisherman to the buyer. Supply arrange-
ments, cornrnonly known as joint ventures, between
LI.S. fishermen and foreign factory ships are closer
to production management contracts than they are to
more technically defined joint ventures. True joint
ventures are discussed in the following section.

Resource providing contracts stipulate that the
contractor provide~ most inputs and inakes most
management decisions. Conceivably the contractor
may even own the product prior to delivery, thus
reducing the fisherman's inputs to providing the
vessel and labor. Among fishery products, portions
of the salmon and tuna canning industries come
closest to this lorm of contract with the cannery
providing fuel, gear and credit. The fishermen retain
considerable managerial discretion even in these
fisheries, yet the stigma associated with operating a
company boat is still a negative factor in many
areas.

Advantages of Contracting
Many of the incentives for contract arrange-

ments are associated with the amount and sharing of
risks for both producers and buyers. The concept of
risk in the fishing industry discussed here is related
to marketing decisions. Advantages and disadvan-
tages peculiar to buyers and sellers also are ex-
amined. There are relatively few documented cases
of formal contracts in the commercial fishing sector,
so much of the discussion deals with possible, or
theoretical, benefits. Actual cases from specific
fisheries are identified as such.

Contracts and Risk

There is considerable financial risk associated
with the commercial fishing industry resulting from
the uncertainty about both production llandings! and
prices, Production risk is related to fluctuations in
the stock, weather conditions and regulatory changes
 access, quotas, contamination!, Price risk is directly
associated with the variability of landings of a
species in a local area. Price also may change
unexpectedly because of the effects of overall land-
ings, imports and inventories  including meat and
other fish species! as well as changes in consumer
tastes. Market access is a third form of risk which
affects fishermen.

Market access risk largely can be alleviated
through contracting which guarantees an outlet for at
least part of the catch. Contracting, however, has
little direct effect on the overall level of either the
catch or price risks. It inay, nevertheless, play an
important role in determining who shoulders the
risk. Since risk can be considered undesirable if all

other things are constant, the sharing ol it between
producers and buyers is an important aspect of any
agreement.

There are three principal vvays to manage risk
in the fishing sector. The first is to have sufficient
financial strength to survive low income periods.
During the early 1960's, for example, a number of
yellow perch processors in the Great Lakes region
went under when their high-cost inventory was
devalued by an abnormally strong spring perch run.
Firrris which were stronger tinancially  or which had
smaller inventories! were able to absorb the tempo-
rary loss and continue in business. In general, firms
with greater financial reserves or access to capital
are better able to absorb this risk than weaker firms.

The second way to manage risk is related to the
very local nature of temporary shortage~ and over-
flows. If production from a wider geographical area
is pooled, the effect of supply swings in a single
port is minimized and total supply risk is reduced.
Theoretically, the wider the area in< luded in the
supply pool, the lower the supply risk will be.
Vegetable canners take advantage of this risk-reduc-
ing method by contracting for production in diverse
geographical regions, including the Northeast, Mid-
west and Northwest. In the fishing sector salmon
canners have set up buying stations in the principal
ports of a region to protect against shifts in the
strength of the spawning run.

Acquiring up-to-date information about landings
and prices at other ports is closely related to
product pooling, Adequate information also can
reduce risk by prov~ding a basis for projecting the
entire supply converging on the wholesale market
and their likely price effects. Because of their
closeness to the wholesale markets, buyers often are
in a better position than fishermen to collect infor-
mation over a wide area. Similarly, buyers typically
are better situated to spread risk by operating over a
larger region than are fishermen.

Finally, risk fat:ed by a particular party can be
reduced by passing it along to parties who make a
business of accepting it. The futures market dis-
cussed previously is one institution established for
this purpose. By sellrng contracts in the futures
market, a holder of inventories can theoretically shift
all risk to speculators and lock in a margin between
the buying price  or production costi and selling
price. In practice, the return from using the futures
market is not as assured as this. In any event, the
present usefulness of the futures market for the
fishing sector is limited because no fish product
contracts are traded currently. These markets do,
nevertheless, have substantial potential for risk
spreading. Because contracts typically are for rela-
tively large amounts of a particular prod~et  the
shrimp contract was in 5,000-pound units!, the use
of these markets is effectively limited to larger
operators.
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Advantages for Fishermen
Risk reduction is the principal benefit of con-

tracting for the fisherman. Market access risk can be
alleviated by assuring an outlet for at least part of
the catch. Income risk can be partially shifted to
buyers who are often in a better position to deal
with it. Reduced risk makes financing easier and less
costly for the fisherman, In most cases where the
agreed-upon price is keyed to a competitively deter-
mined price at a major port  with appropriate
transport cost adjustments! the producer has a
reasonable expectation of receiving a fair price.

Advantages for BUyers
The fish buyer benefits from the assurance that

a portion of the supply in a particular port will be
available on a regular basis. Total supply assurance
increases if contracting is extended over a wider
geographical area. Supply assurance also makes
other risk-spreading options feasible. With processing
typically involving considerable overhead costs, a
secure supply can be an important aspect oF cost
control because it allows near-capacity operations.
Contracting also may reduce procurement costs.
Without an agreement, each delivery of fish must be
examined and its price negotiated. With a contract
 or other ongoing agreement! the process can be
streamlined.

Advantages for Fishery Development
Contract agreements can benefit the entire

fishery if they allow tor better planning and coordi-
nation. In the development of new fisheries, the use
of contracts to assure a inarket for the fisherman and
a supply for the buyer permits each to make plans
and investments necessary to make the entire system
operable, Otherwise, the risk may be too great for
either party to afford the investments.

Resource providing contracts allow buyers to
increase fishing efforts and speed the adoption of
new technology. In a new fishery these contracts
may expand the number of vessels rapidly by
reducing the capital required of each fisherman.
Buyers also inay use requirements contracts to en-
sure qu~ck adoption of new technology by stipulat-
ing that all contracted suppliers use a particular type
of gear, storage technique or other technical device.

Disadvantages of Contracting

Disadvantages for Fishermen
The principal disadvantage of contracting Ior the

producer is that it reduces flexibility. The contracted
fisherman is unable to take advantage of a higher

price offered by another fish house or to switch to a
different species fishery which promises a higher
return. The increase in price stability which often
comes with contracting can work against, as well as
for, the fisherman,

The fisherman involved with a resource provid-
ing contract has even less flexibility, Since the
contractor may own an interest in the vessel, a
switch of buyers may mean refinancing or giving up
the vessel. This type of contract may be an expen-
sive source of credit. For salmon seiners in southeast
Alaska, the cost of a resource providing or require-
ments contract takes another form. With the strength
of the spawning run changing from area to area
over the years, a vessel tied to one area must give
up good fishing opportunities if they are more than
a few days' sail from the horne cannery.

Disadvantages for Buyers
The contracting buyer also forfeits tlexibility. He

is unable to switch species or ports as supply and
demand change. The loss of flexibility is least
limiting for the hand cutter and most constraining
for the mechanized processor whose equipment is
highly specialized for a particular species.

If the contract specifies rninimurn prices or
volume, the contractor may face increased risk
compared with cash-market transactions. Some risks
may be alleviated or passed along, but the buyer
likely must accept increased risk with its associated
costs.

Aggregate Disadvantages
On an aggregate basis contracting tends to

reduce the amount and quality of public market
information. This loss is a natural result of inter-
nahzed transactions which no longer are open to
individuals or third-party price reporters. Prices es-
tablished under contract may be proprietary informa-
tion or, if keyed to some other reported price, do
not represent any new market information. As con-
tracting becomes more common the quality of re-
ported information also declines because observed
prices are based on a decreasing proportion of the
total volume traded and may be less representative
of underlying market forces. There is concern that
reported prices could be easily manipulated in these
"thin" markets and that the uncontracted market
could become erratic with widelv varying reported
prices,

The decline in public price information is most
noticeable among agricultural products like tresh and
carcass beef. Among the major fishery products the
decline in the quality of price information can be
observed in the Texas shrimp industry although it is
unrelated to contracting. Many local fish houses buy



at a price related to the reported Efrownsviffe "auc-
tion" price although that marl'et handles  ess than
10 percent of the total Texas landings for some sizes
during some seasons. At the next level in the
marketing chain, prices for many species of fresh
fish are established by quotations from the Fulton
Fish Market as reported in the Nationa Marine
Fisheries Service Green Sheet. Some buyers feel this
practice is followed even for pricing f'resh salmon on
the West Coast although very little of the total
salmon volume is traded at the Fulton Market. Again
this situation is unrelated to contracting, but it does
suggest the problems that significant numbers of
formula pricing contracts could cause.

Requirements and Cuidelines for
Successful Contracting

Forward contracts must be adapted specifica ly
to the differing conditions in diverse fisheries and
the needs of particular buyers and fishermen. For
this reason, it is not possible to describe in detail
how an operable contract might be written or to
specify the conditions which are required for for-
ward contracting to improve the situation of buyers
and/or fishermen. There are, nevertheiless, some
basic necessary conditions and tactors to be con-
sidered for operable contractual arrangements.

One requireinent is that most trade conditions
must be specified in an unambiguous fashion. In
Ca ifornia, a contract between producers and proces-
sors stipulated the procedures for weighing, rejecting
and allowing for ice and sfime for each of several
species. Not afl possible conditions are, or shoufd
be, included, but the principal ones should be
stated in a way that can be evaluated objectively by
both parties or at  east determined by a third party.
Unfortunately this requirement is difficult to satisfy in
the fishing industry because of limited objective
quality standards. If the buyer and seller cannot
agree on how to identify a poor load of fish, there
is no basis for a price specification contract; each
transaction must be negotiated on an individual
basis.

Contract arrangements also require that buyers
and selfers trust that the other party will act in an
equitable fashion in the myriad of situations not
covered by the contract. If a shipment is discounted
by a distant buyer for reportedly arriving in poor
condition, the fisherman must be able to presume
that the fish really did arrive in poor condition  due
to shippmg problems! and not that the buyer is
conspiring against him, This trust may be difficult to
establish in some parts of the fishing industry be-
cause of the legendary animosity between dealers
and fishermen in some ports.

Supp y and demand also must be stable enough

that the parties are willing to enter into an agree-
ment. Thc Florida Spanish mackerel fishery, for
example, is characterized by such substantial daily
variations in success rates that a local buyer could
be alternatively swamped and then out of fish in the
course of a tew days. With more storable products
and larger geographic areas covered by a buyer,
local factors will average out and buyers will be
inore agreeable to contracting.

Fishermen should not expect a contract alone to
provide a more equitable return than other sales
arrange.ments. The contract only specifies how prices
will be determined and is subject to negotiation as
any other contrac:t term. A basic~fly cornpetitivc
market is needed for contracts to serve a usefu 
purpose. If producers are receiving low prices be-
cause of weak bargaining power due to the smalf
number or limited competition among fish buyers,
then the negotiated contrac.t terms also can be
expected to bc unfavorable. Conversely, if the fisher-
men are in a good bargaining position, the contract
terms should reflect this situation by specifying
favorable price determination condition~. The latter
is seen in the Pac ific tuna fleet where contract
prices are established by the American Tuna Sales
Association, a producers' bargaining group. Vessels
contract with ind ividua I canne ries to deliver the
entire catch for a voyage at the established price. As
a contrast, in past years the offshore trawl fishery in
the Canadian maritime provinces has worked under
a rnultiseason set price which fe-I! increasingly below
that received by inshore trawlers.

Contracting may even make pricing decisions
more difficult, Conceivably, contracts can be so
involved and contain so many conditions that fisher-
men may never be sure which of several contrai.ts
to sign or what prices wil  be received. Some
standardization of contract~ is needed so cornpari-
sons can be made more easily. The problem has
become so acute in the agricultural sector that the
Department of Agriculture is expenmenting with a
program which reports selected processing vegetable
contract conditions and prices prior to the planting
season.

A list of information sources related to contract-
ing is given at the end of this report. Further
information also may be obtained by examining
contracting in other areas and in other food indus-
tries. Extension marketing specialists, who can be
contacted through the local c'ounty inarine agent,
may be able to provide nearby examp es.

The effective use of contracting makes markets
more accessible for fishermen and may enhance
long-run planning and profitability. The buyer, in
turn, receives more assured supplies and can coordi-
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nate his marketing efforts better. Contracts could
play a significant role in encouraging fishery de-
veloprnent by improving coordination and reducing
market access risk. ln a competitive market environ-
ment the efficiencies gained trorn improved coordi-
nation will be passed along to consumers in the
form of lower prices and seafood products which
meet their needs better.
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Integration through
Ownership andJ~oint tl tnres

Yertical integration through ownership involve~
participation at two or more level~ in the
harvesting-processing-n>arketing chain by the same
business orgafiization. A snial! lobster I'isherman who
owns a retail fish shop and a giant cooperative
cannery are both vertically integrated through owner-
ship. In the former case the ownership is individual
while the latter involves group ownership through a
cooperative. Group ownership also may be or-
ganized as a partnership or ~tock corporation.

integration through ownership need not imply
that successive steps in the production-marketing
chain are wholly owned. Two principal alternatives
should be emphasized. F irst, thr producer may own
the product but not the processing, storage and
distribution facilities. Under this arrangement,
processing and handling would be dont. on a
contractual or "custom" basi~. The producer retains
title to the product with the associated risk~ and
profit potential.

Second, processing and distribution facilities
may be owned jointly by a group of producers and
a processing marketing or distributing firm. Under
this arrangement, aptly known as a joint venture,
both participants maintain separate identities and
share only in the profits and losses from their joint
operation. True joint ventures are found in U.S.
agriculture but are seldom seen in the fishing sector.
The term "joint venture" applied colloquially to
arrangements between foreign processing vessel~ and
U.S, fishermen in connection with the Fishery Con-
servation and Management Act of 1976  FCMAl is,
in most cases, actually a form of contract integration
discussed in the previous section.

The distinctions between wholly-owned opera-
tions, ownership ot' product but not processing
facilities and joint ventures are principally ones of
organization, access to capital and distribution or
surplus income. There are no clearcut distinctions in
purpose.

All these exampiles refer to so-called Forward
integration. Processors and others also may integrate
backward into harvesting to provide all or part of
their raw product needs. Partial backward integration
often is associated with providing processors and
dealers with an assured supply source, thus reducing
the bargaining power of independent fishernien. ln
some cases fishermen have integrated backward by
purchasing fuel, ice or repair facilities. The emphasis
in this section is on forward integration by producers
although backward integration is perhaps more com-
mon in many fi~heries. Fishermen are interested in
forward integration because it represent~ an available
alternate to influence the marketing of their product.



Advantages of Integration
Most simply, forward vertical integration pro-

vides an opportunity to increase returns  profits! or
to engage in an operation not otherwise feasible.
The factors which permit increased returns to vertic-
ally integrated operations differ, however. A com-
rnon reason may be excess profits earned by dealers
and processors, If excess profits are earned at these
levels, fishermen can share the profits if they inte-
grate forward into marketing and processing, Al-
though results were not conclusive, an analysis of
the yellow perch marketing system in the Great
Lakes strongly suggested that some processors were
making large profits. In order to capture this profit
for themselves, members of a cooperative in On-
tario, Canada, have begun to process a portion of
their catch and sell fillets rather than round perch.
ln this case contract processing would have required
a smaller initial investment, but the existing firms
did not have much incentive to cooperate with a
competitor.

Improved efficiency for integrated firms may
come through better coordination when information
and decision-making are handled within the firm, It
is important for the producer to know supply and
demand conditions in distant markets when he
makes short-term production decisions. This informa-
tion is easier to acquire if production and marketing
are carried out within the same organization.

Vertical integration is sometimes needed to cir-
cumvent a bottleneck such as market access. In a
fishery without processing facilities or distribution
systems, it often is necessary to develop the entire
vertical system simultaneously. Also, closing a facili-
ty may require integration if market access is to be
preserved. For example, when a fish meal plant in
Rhode Island was closed by a private firm the local
fishermen's cooperative purchased and operated it as
an outlet for their incidental trash-fish catch.

The access bottleneck may be one of skill rather
than physical facilities. A joint venture or custom
processing arrangement with an existing firm that
has managerial, packing and other skills would
remedy this problem.

Some advantages of integration are based on
financial arrangements rather than any real irnprove-
ments in productivity. For example, a fishing
cooperative might have a better source of debt
capital financing through its members or the Bank
for Cooperatives than a processing or distributing
firm. Through a joint venture with a cooperative, a
distribution firm might own and operate fishery
processing facilities more economically than it could
alone. Furthermore, with profits from proprietary
firms and cooperatives taxed in an entirely different
manner, the operation of a joint venture between
cooperatives and private Firms conceptually could

have substantial tax benefits il' it were established
with this in mind.

Additional advantages to vertical integration,
such as the potential increased assurance of supply,
are similar to those discussed under contract integra-
tion. Joint ventures may provide additional supply
assurance since these relationships are more perma-
nent with inore mutual interest involved than is
generally true in a contract situation.

Disadvantages of Integration
The principal disadvantage of vertical integration

is the additional capital and time requirements, both
oF which are limited I'or many fishermen. Substantial
capital expenditures are required to integrate into
freezing, canning or meal processing. Integration on
a group basis, especially if the group is organized as
a legal cooperative, eases the debt capital barrier
because of the larger number involved and possible
better access to capital though the Bank for
Cooperatives, If the debt capital requirement is
softened for a cooperative, however, the managerial
requirement may be increased, Often the manager is
expected to run a multi-million dollar operation
while not earning more than any member. A good
cooperative manager should be paid as much as the
manager of a comparable private firm,

While it may be difficult to expand vertically it
also is difficult to withdraw. Significant amounts of
capital are tied up in an enterprise which may not
have many potential buyers and exit may be
achieved only at a considerable loss.

Integrated operations will not always provide the
kind of performance expected. One example is
when integration is used as a means of bypassing
powerful buyers in the area. These buyers may nof
be evaded so easily, however. They may temporarily
raise prices to attract sellers away from the new
buyer, forcing dock prices above the break-even
point. A new firm with substantial capital comrnit-
ments may not be able to withstand the losses for
long.

Fishermen also may leam that there are different
responsibilities and risks involved in dealing further
along the marketing chain. Payment to the boat may
no longer be made as soon as the catch is un-
loaded The value may not be determined for
several days while the product waits for a retail
buyer or during shipment to a distant market. The
fisherman must bear the risk of delayed payments
and even defaults by distant buyers. The federal
government provides some protection From default in
the livestock industry, but no such special protection
exists for fishermen.

An integration plan of any magnitude is likely
to require the cooperation of a group of producers,
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and such cooperation is not easy Io develop and
maintain. When times are good fishermen work hard
to make as much as possible; when times are bad
they work even harder to make a living wage.
Typically one strong leader carries inost of the
organizational burden. This person is responsible for
organizing others and must find tiine to hold the
necessary meetings, develop contracts and make the
many other business arrangements necessary for
success.

Once preliminary agreements have been made,
it is necessary to find a source of fund~. Fishermen
are sometimes at a disadvantage since their lack of
experience makes it difficult for thein to put their
requests into a forin that is readily acceptable to a
banker or other loan officer. In this case, it is,
advisable to hire a specialist to assist in preparing
the necessary documents.

Entry may be made through new facility con-
struction or purchase of an existing one. Purchasing
an existing firm may be less expensive than con-
struction, lt also reinoves a potential competitor and
insures an ongoing business which reduces some of
the start-up problems of a new firm. In general,
entry which does not compete with existing firms or
which uses more efficient technology or manage-
ment techniques than competitors is favored. Pro-
ducers are cautioned about entering an area already
well-populated by processors or dealers unless there
is good reason to believe that the new firm will be
notably more efficient.

Requirements artd Cuidelines for
Successful Integration

Successful vertical integration requires careful
planning before investments are made. Particular
attention should be given to several requirements,

Capable Management
The operation of a processing plant or rnarket-

ing firm requires specialized skills in finance, per-
sonnel management and marketing as well as the
technical aspects. These skills may differ significantly
from those needed to be a successful fisherman, yet
they are essential and should not be considered
secondary or parttime. A national survey of fishery
cooperatives in 1970 indicated that the selection of
a manager was the key factor for success. Good
managers are always in demand and must be
well-paid if a capable staff is to be attracted and
retained. Management also must be given the au-
thor! ty necessary ta carry out its responsibilities. If
the venture is a cooperative, a good hoard also is
needed and attention must be given to maintaining
communications with member fishermen.

Adequate Capital
Enough capital must be available to establish an

operation which is large enough to be technically
efficient. The capital requirement may be quite large
for son>e products, possibly exceeding one mi! lion
dollars. Firms with off-season storage sometimes
need substantial short-term funding to finance this
inventory. The under-capitalized firm is especially
vulnerable to unfavorable market changes, even
short-term ones, and may either go bankrupt or be
forced to make adverse transactions, In contrast,
better financed firms can ride out short-term prob-
lems.

Feasibility Analysis
Before investing in an integrated project a care-

ful and thorough feasibility analysis should be done
by an impartial and expert third party. Often this
analysis will identify potential problems which were
not evident in a more cursory evaluation. The
review should be broad enough to include projected
operating costs and returns, identify potential mar-
kets and indicate the likely response by existing
firms. Market access should not be assumed, par-
ticularly if the product is specialized or sells in an
industry with few firms. For example, a small
mackerel canner may find access difficult because
wholesalers buy all their canned fish needs from the
same supplier. In a highly concentrated industry
existing firms may resist new entrants by reducing
prices and making market access more difficult.
Market response is difficult to predict, but it should
be considered in the analysis.

!oint ventures which entail shared respon-
sibilities by two independent firms require additional
planning. The analysis should indicate how respon-
sibilities will be shared and clearly delineate how
profits will be determined and shared. Termination
plans also must be outlined since conditions leading
to the development of a joint venture may change
or disappear over time, Changing competitive Factors
or interests of the two parties in the joint venture
may lead to a desire of one or both to terminate the
relationship, Without an agreed-upon procedure for
dividing the assets and liabilities of the joint venture
long and costly legal proceedings may result,

Member Commitment

In any form of group Forward integration, it is
important that all rnernbers be committed to making
it succeed, This can be a particular problem with
cooperatives. If members are not committed to
delivering their fish to the cooperative, they may be
tempted to sell independently during periods of
temporarily high prices. They also may be tempted
to sell the best quality on the open market and



deliver what is left to the cooperative. This reduces
the volume and quality ot t'ish being handled by the
cooperative.

Some agreement torrn may be used which
commits the members to deliver all of their prod-
uctior> to the cooperative. This may be less of a
problem with other l'orms of integration organization,
but an assurance of sufficient raw products is always
inl porta rlt.

Initiating Action
Fishermen wishing to pursue the idea of forward

integration should begin by establishing a small
working committee to determine objectives, identify
alternatives and gather information. The final section
of this report discusses ways to contact information
sources. A number of publications also are listed
which give guidance on organizing, particularly us-
ing a cooperative structure.

Impacts
Forward vertical integration into handling,

processing and marketing provides fishermen with an
opportunity for better marker access and greater
returns, This does not come without significant costs
and some additional risks. Fishery development
could be enhanced with vertically integrated systems
which aid technology transfer, improve financing
opportunities and management, enhance competition
and reduce risk,

Consumers may benefit in the Iong run if
integration improves coordination and efficiency in
the seafood marketing system and stimulates in-
creased production. They also will benefit if forward
integration by fishermen results in increased compet-
ition in the processing and/or marketing of fish at
industry levels where it does not exist.



Group

What Is Group Bargaining?
Group bargaining in the seafood industry refers

to a situation where a group of producers  usuallu
commercial fishermen! agree on the price and other
market conditions they want and bargain with the
buyer or buyers as a group. In situations where
there are many sellers and few buyers, or vice
versa, the few may be able to exert some market
power over the many. When the many organize and
act as one, the comparative advantage of the few
 whether buyers or sellers! can be offset. There have
been instances when the sellers' bargaining associa-
tion eventually exerts more power than the few
buyers.

How Does Group Bargaining Work?
Most bargaining associations are organized

under federal and state cooperative statutes. This is
not absolutely necessary, however; some state sta-
tutes allow bargaining associations to operate under
ordinary corporation or special laws.

ad u
Bargaining associations usually evolve where

a equate processing and marketing services already
exist but fishermen feel they are being treated
inequitably as individuals. For example, fishermen
might get together and discuss the large spread
between prices they receive and prices received by
local buyers. This may be attributed to relative
differences in market power although this ma bemay
only one ot many cause~ of large price spreads. It
becomes apparent to the local fishermen that group
action might result in higher prices or, at least,
better individual treatment. In some cases, ae cases, a group
may see that some fishermen are getting preferential
treatment. Those not getting preferential treatment
will then act together in an attempt to gain more
equitable treatment.
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Group bargaining usually is acctirnplished by
collective action of fishernien with a common mar-
ket interest. These fisherrrien organize as a bargain-
ing association, but often the association's name
includes the vvord "tnarketing." Bargaining associa-
tions sometime~ do take posse~sion, process or
inventory products andi'or pert'orm other marketing
functions. When this occurs, they become a market-
ing association � a vertically integrated busine~~ as
iscussed in the previous section. This discussio

ocuses primarily on the bargaining activity as a
separate identifiable function.

Bargaining associations are concentrated on the
West Coast and in Alaska. There are less in the East
and on the Gulf Coast, both in absolute numbers
and in proportion to the number of cornmercia!
fishermen.



As with any producer organization, one indi-
viduat with the time, energy and desire must take
the leadership and forn> the asso< iation, Often the
idea will lie clorniant I'or year~ until the right leader
apl i<.,il s.

Once the association is organized under the
appropnate statutes, membership is solicited. Mem-
bership usually expands beyond the local port,
thereby increasing bargaining power. If' the rnember-
ship represent~ a significant enough quantity of a
region's product, the association will have the power
necessary to operate.

The bargaining association acts as a third party
in negotiating the fishermen/members' interest with
buyers. As the season approaches the association's
bargaining agent, a committee of members or a
committee of directors meets to negotiate with one
or more buyers, Often there is a traditional price
leader among buyers and the association may
negotiate alone with that buyer. The buyer and the
assoc:iation attempt to agree on price and other
marketing a rrange men ts,

lf a satisf'actory agreement is not reached, as-
sociation members may be called upon to withhold
product from the market. This is the onfy effective
way for fishermen to exert market power, but there
are a number of problems that may arise.

Some members may need the cash flow to
avoid bankruptcy and will be forced to deliver
regardless of the withholding action. It takes only a
small percentage of non-complying fishermen to
harvest much of the product that normally would
have been shared by other association members and
to supply enough for buyers to survive a long strike.
When it is demonstrated that the association's efforts
are futite, member support is often short lived, For
this reason, bargaining associations are reluctant to
withhold product.

There is another characteristic of fishing that
makes strike very risky for fishermen, Some seafood
harvesting is highly regulated. There are short sea-
sons on Maine lobster. Columbia River salmon are
regulated to the day and hour. Abalone harvest is
highly restricted. If the strike overlaps the legal
harvesting period, the entire season's production
may be fore.gone.

In addition to regulations, many seafoods have
a natural biological cycle that results in relatively
short periods when harvest is feasible and/or most
efficient. The molt cycle of crabs affects their har-
vestibility and marketability. The harvest of herring
for roe must occur within two or three weeks. King
mackerel and tuna pass by on their migrations
during a relatively short and unpredictable period. If
the association is on strike, harvest will be foregone.
In the case of highly migratory fish, the harvest will
be sacrificed to the benefit of those further along the
migratory path.

To counteract su< h difficulties, some bargaining
associations have allowed mernb<'rs to harvest with-
out a price or <nark<.tirig agre< ment with the associa-
tion purchasing the product «ire<tlv. Marketing by
the association may bee<!nie te<.hnoI<!gi< ally t'easible
if linle processing is required ur if processing and
cold storage < an be obtained oii a ~u~tom basis. In
this case, the association beconies an integrated
marketing assoc i at ion.

One Oregon bargaining association was success-
ful in purchasing and marketing members' salmon
tor two months. Satmon require very little processing
and no storage. The same association was less
successful in purchasing members' shrimp since
shrimp are highly processed and required I'reezer
storage f' or long period~ of time. Being unable to
obtain reasonable processing and storage rates, the
association incurred a substantial loss in the interest
of a higher price for the following season.

Bargaining associations are funded through
membership fees and dues. Members may be re-
quired to pay thc a~sociation directly. Such fres or
dues may he some fraction ol price, gross revenues
or investment, or there may simply be a flat annual
tee for all members. Several bargaining associations
contract with seafood buyers who, in turn, deduct
the fees from payments for seafood deliveries and
forward the money to the association in the name of
members.

Exclusive Agency Bargaining
A more powerful torm of group bargaining is

called exclusive agency bargairiing. All fishermen in
a region, whether they participate or not, may
benefit from thc. efforts of voluntary bargaining ar-
rangements. This encourages a lack of participation
and may lead to the effort's ultimate failure because
of insufficient support. Exclusive agency bargaining
sets a procedure to select a bargaining agent tor
producers. Once selected this agent, or agency,
represents all producers in subsequent negotiations
and decisions made are binding on all produ<.ers
and buyers. Enabling legislation for this arrangement
does not exist in the fishing industry, but a prece-
dent has been established in Michigan tor the fruit
and vegetable industries. The latter is authorized
under marketing board legislation.

Conditions Necessary for Success
Bargaining associations are more likely to suc:�

ceed where marketing service~ such as buyers and
physical facilities are available and where a small
percentage ot fishermen produce the rnalor ~hare of
the produci, wherr. there are common and uniform
products, where there is good regional comrnunica-
tion among fishermen, and where there is a need
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The association's strength will be greatly under-
mined if members are having financial difficulties. A
fisherman troubled by meeting payments will be
hesitant to strike with Fellow members for fear ot
losing his boat and gear in foreclosure proceedings.
Petty disagreements among geographic regions and
different types of fishermen are another common
cause for an association's failure. Independence is
considered a virtue among fishermen, and they are
quick to question the theoretical benefits that might
be gained from giving up some independence.

Organizations should begin with interested
fishermen forming a small committee to gather
information and a~sess the need For action, Ways to
contact information sources are discussed in the final
section of this report.

Impact of Bargaining Associations
Where bargaining associations have been strong

for ten years or more, there has been a correspond-
ing uniformity of price and quality. While this
uniformity over time and among ports may be due
partially to changes in markets, most West Coast
industry leaders agree that the bargaining associa-
tions have been an important contributing factor.

Where bargaining associations have existed,
each season's starting price tends to be similar to
the previous season's ending price with adjustments
made as supply and demand conditions are revealed
during the season. Starting the season at the previ-
ous year's price has reduced the fishermen's and
buyers' financial risk and reduced the high degree of
speculation which was common without a strong
bargaining association.

The combined uniformity and price carry-over
have greatly increased the stability of those seafood
markets in which bargaining associations have been
important. There have been two instances of the
buyers offering a price higher than that asked by the
association. In both instances, the association felt it
had better market information than the buyers, The
more progressive and successful associations have
learned how to analyze the market and bargain
based on their knowledge of consumer demand.
Many associations argue that their actions have
benefitted consumers with more realistic, stable
prices while benefitting rnernbers with more equit-
able treatment in the marketplace.
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Marketing

Description
A marketing order represents a cooperative en-

deavor betv cori a government body and a commod-
ity industry in which comniittees ot producers and
hand!ers make thc principal marketing decisions
v ithin the authority ot the law. fveryone within a
particular industry is governed by the program which
includes certain safeguards for consumers and
others. Marketing orders have been used primarily
for agricultural commodities, but they could be used
for seafoods. The success of a seafood marketing
order would depend on the producers and handlers
who must initiate, design, approve, operate and
terminate the order. Marketing orders may be
created by legislative action at either the state of
federal level of government.

There are thousands of fishermen whose inde-
pendent actions and cate;h volume have little or no
effect on the price of seafood they catch. A seafood
marketing order would give fishermen a way to
work together to solve seafood markc-ting problems
that are too big for individuals to solve alone. For
example, a marketing order program could be de-
signed to improve the fishermen's position by work-
ing toward solutions of such demand problems as
lack of price and quantity information and such
supply problems as seasonal market g!uts. These, as
well as other uses, make market orders a potential
problem-solving tool in seafood marketing.

Marketing decision-making is concentrated in
the advanced stages of the seafood system. Firins
involved in the final marketing activity can correlate
their buying and selling operations with consumer
needs. Uncoordinated production and marketing at
the fisherman level will lead, at best, to accidental
matches of seafood supplies with consumers' needs.
This problem is compounded by weather, seafood
perishability and other uncontrollable variable~ such
as the biological stoi:k of available tish. The fisher-
rnan, in essence, is at the mercy of the economic
system; he is a price taker. The underlying objective
of a marketing order program is to minimize the
rnatch-up problems of production and utilization of
seafood in the marketing system.

Activities Possible under Marketing
Orders

A seaf'ood marketing order cou!d authorize �!
regulation of quality, �! regulation of quantity, t3!
standardization of containers and packs, �! provi-
sions for production and market research, develop-
rnent and promotion, �! regulation of unfair trade
practices, �! regulation of prie.e posting, and t7!
establishmg minimum prices and providing inforrna-
tion. These activities, which can vary according to
seafood product type, are discussed in this section.



The variety af available specie~ campaunCh the consumer's selection process.



Emphasis is given to those which appear most
promising for solutions to problems experienced in
marketing seafood,

Regulation of Quality
Quality control keeps inferior grades of seafood

out of the marketplace. This is achieved by setting
grade and size staiidards. Although the U.S. Depart-
ment of Commerce sets standards under a voluntary
seafood inspection prograni, specific quality regula-
tions could be set ror a species or product or altered
from season to season or within a season when
deemed necessary, Fishermen could benefit in sever-
al ways from mandatory grade standards.

Quality control allows demands of modern rnar-
keting channels to be met on a more consistent
basis. There also might be less commodity loss
during the marketing process with stringent quality
controls. Restrictions which reduce the amount of
seafood flowing into the market could help prevent
large seasonal price declines which often occur at
harvest time. This could increase the fishermen's
total revenue.

Despite different demand characteristics for
many seafoods, quality standards must reflect con-
sumer desires. Seafood grades and standards have to
be meaningful to the trade and consumers if they
are to be used to exploit demand differences and
result in greater returns to fishermen. Vast differ-
ences among seafood products may make grades
and standards difficult to establish except for highly
processed products,

lf supplies of a commodity covered by a federal
order are imported, those imports must meet the
same quality restrictions. This keeps lower grades
from taking value from the higher grades and also
can help limit the volume of imports moving into
domestic marketing channels. Import controls are not
possible under a state marketing order. This would
be an important consideration in seafood because of
the large volume of imports,

Regulation of Quantity
Quantity can be regulated by control ling prod-

uct rate-of-flow during the season or by controlling
the total quantity of product available during the
season. Rate-of-flow regulations allow fishermen to
set the amounts and types of products marketed
throughout a specified period, from one day to an
entire season. This flexibility controls supply, elimi-
nates seasonal market gluts and might reduce large
seasonal price fluctuations to stabilize income over
time. The effectiveness of rate-of-flow control direct-
ly relates to the amount of production covered by
competitive products in an order. This would present

a problem in seafood where imports make up a
large share of the total supply.

Total quantity can be regulated either through
marketing quotas during peak seasons or through
product diversion into market areas or product uses
not in direct competition with the primary market.
Some processing or a storage facility probably would
be necessary. Problems will occur if quotas are
unacc'eptble to fishermen and!'or storage costs off~et
any market gains.

Standardization of Containers and Packs

Standardization of containers or packs regulates
the size, weight, capacity and dimensions of prod-
ucts marketed by an industry. Uniformity of contain-
ers and packs would enable fishermen to serve the
needs of the marketing channel and consumers
better. This uniformity eliminates deceptive contain-
ers and allows for easier service to farge buyers.
Standardization could address the specific problem
of product uniformity and quality standards in sea-
food marketing. A particular I'ishery's products could
be regulated and improved to meet market needs,
and imported products could be required to meet
the same standard~.

Research, Development and Promotion
If research and development funds were collect-

ed, fishermen could sponsor research leading to
more efficient marketing and could expand their
market through advertising and promotional pro-
grams. Production research could foster more reli-
able quantity and quality in the fishing process.
Market research could find new uses for seafood or
determine more efficient marketing methods for ex-
isting products. In the future, research and develop-
ment funds could be used to develop fore.ign or
export markets.

Advertising and promotion have bei ome in-
creasingly popular over the years as market develop-
ment tools, They are intended to change the nature
of demand and to increase the quantity moving into
both existing and new markets. Well-planned cam-
paigns must teach consumers enough to distinguish
among seafood products to insure recall at purchase
time, The type of advertising allowed depends on
the geographical coinmodity area covered by the
marketing order and the type of legislation authoriz-
ing the order,

Smaller industry groups, like tho~e in the sea-
food industry, have problems generating enough
funds to make a significant impact through advertis-
ing and promotion. If funded and operated on a
broad enough basis, some success could be
achieved in developing consumer awareness of
handling, storage, preparation and serving seafood





situation and. if so, draft a program to fit perfectly.
Strong industry support is absolutely essential.

A federal lor state! seafood marketing order
would be established according to specific guidelines
after enabling legislation is passed. Fishermen and
seafood handlers would develop a proposal for an
order and submit it to the appropriate governing
agency. A public hearing then would be held in the
geographical area under consideration for The order,

Normally, after the hearing and the proposal
evaluation, the agency would issue a decision on
the order. A referendum is then held. Under typical
legislation, at least two-thirds of the fishermen voting
must support the measure, and these two-thirds must
represent at least 5 l percent of the total catch or Sl
percent of the fishermen must vote in favor and they
must control two-thirds of the total catch. Exact
voting and support requirements would be specified
in the enabling legislation, A processor referendum
also would be necessary for those species which
require a lot of processing. The order is issued only
after these steps have been taken,

After an order is established, the program would
be administered and operated at the industry level
by a committee of fishermen or of fishermen and
handlers, A producer assessment would be collected
by the handlers to finance the order's operation.
Assessments based on pounds, boxes or cartons
produced have been the most common. Assessments
based on value might be more useful, however.
Marketing order contributions of individual fishermen
would then move up and down with their incomes
rather than being higher during high volume seasons
when prices are normally lowest.

Conditions for Success

A number of conditions are necessary for suc-
cessful marketing order operation, although these are
not always required in all situations. Problems ad-
dressed by the order and the provisions included
may vary, so the ideal conditions also will vary.
These conditions would have to be applied to each
seafood species and its market to determine the
potential for success under a marketing order. The
general requirements can be summarized in the
following points:

1. A well-defrned, geographically concentrated
production area where most production is
affected by the same economic conditions so
production in one area will not be increased
to offset gains achieved in another area.

2. Different uses for the commodity and diRer-
ent price reactions to changes in marketed
quantities are required so that regulating
quantity between uses may result in greater
total revenue.

3. Progressive, competent leadership capable of

coordinating production-marketing activities
to meet the goals ot' the producers.

4. Different seasonal demands with different
price-quantity responses to allow income in-
creases through rate-uf-flow regulation.

5, Funnefing commodities through f vs outlets
or firms to provide easier control over the
ma rket in g system.

Market orders can do little to solve the problein
of limited processing capacity and also are limited
in their ability to address or resolve major problems
of market access. f ishermen need to be actively
involved in developing new or alternative market
channels to solve the~e problems, although funds
generated for research and promotion and increased
collection and dissemination of market information
could help develop better market access.

Market orders are not magic and will not
produce miracles. They are not the solution to every
problem. They cannot change the underlying market
forces of supply and demand, but can help them
work more efficiently, They are not the solution to
chronic overproduction. Ultimately, the price is still
determined by what the consumer is willing to pay,
even for those commodities under marketing orders,
Marketing orders can help adjust supplies, and
market development projects can encourage de-
mand, but do not look for miracles.

Fishermen cannot be guaranteed a given in-
carne. Orders usually can either regulate the quan-
tities entering various outlets or influence prices
throughout the system, but cannot do both at the
same time. Market orders cannot make a poor
quality product better, but the quality regulations
which can be included in a market order might
encourage fishermen to maintain high quality.

Impacts
Agricultural marketing orders have been in effect

since the early 193Eys, yet very few evaluations of
their impact have been completed. The stated objec-
tives of marketing orders are to promote orderly
marketing and, thereby, improve producer net in-
comes. The overall potential impact of improving
the seafood marketing environment would have to
be weighed against whatever costs would result from
operating under a marketing order. To be successful,
a seafood marketing order would have to be <om-
patible with the objectives of fishermen, marketing
firms and consumers, emphasize market expansion
and programs to make marketing less costly, and
allow fishermen to increase their profit ~hare without
substantially increasing retail prices.

Fishermen

Since marketing order programs cannot limit
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catch they are unable to change prices substantially.
Programs that have been designed to limit the flow
to market apparently have had only short-run effects
on prices. The long-run adjustments in a competitive
environment generally tend to diminish any signiti-
cant price effects. Marketing orders can effectively
stabilize fishermen's prices and make marketing
work more efficiently, Fishermen working under a
marketing order might be able to expand domestic
and foreign markets, increase marketing efficiency,
capttrre profits from the marketing system or attain
better prices from handlers through improved prod-
uction and marketing practices.

It has been easier to identify the significance of
the marketing oider as the industry's focal point,
Fishermen would benefit from the awareness
generated regarding the market and its significance
to their economic weII-being, and could offer possi-
ble solutions to marketing problems. Long-term suc-
cess in maintaining improved returns from market
order advertising programs also depends on the
ability to differentiate the product and protect the
market.

Marketing orders also would involve costs. Indi-
vidual fishermen would be required to give up some
decision-making power to conform with the program
designed to benefit them as a group, The impact
woold vary among individuals; thus, the distribution
of benefits and costs among individuals would be an
important consideration.

Marketing Firms
Any program designed to increase profits at the

fishermen level might imply reduced profits at the
handler level, Marketing firms, however, should
realize lower costs through increased marketing effi-
ciency. Programs which raise prices at the fishermen
level might not affect handlers it the price increase
were passed through to consumers or were the result
of increased marketing efficiency.

Marketing orders designed to limit seafood
quantities at given times or to increase price above
the free market equilibrium level for the fishermen's
benefit alone would be hard to achieve in today' s
economic, social and political climate. Primarly,
consumers would benefit from continuing, uniform
and stable supplies of seafood over the long run.
This might increase prices temporarily, but these
probably would not be long-term increases. Regula-
tions which withhold lower quality products from
the market to assure uniform, higher quality products
probably would have mixed effects on consumers of
different income levels. Even the so-called benefits
from "orderly marketing" may be questioned if the
provisions used to achieve this restrict consumer
choices.
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Marketing

Marketing boards,ire a too! used to market
agricultural, fishery and relati,d products in many
countries They are a c ompulsory, horizontal rnarket-
ing organization operating under government authori-
ty. All producers, handlers andior processors are
required to operate in accordance with the regula-
tions set by the board. Influence can be exercised
over individual producing and processing units,
specific producing and marketing areas and the
whole country. Marl'eting boards in this sense
should not be confused with those such as the Egg
Board, Potato Board and Cotton Board in the United
States. The activities of these boards are similar to
those under a marketing order, except they were
created by separate legislative acts for specific c om-
modities.

The major objectives ot' a rtiarketing board
would be quite similar to those tor a marketing
order. These include stabilizing producers' incomes,
promoting export sales and regulating product quali-
ty, terms of sale and flow ot product to market.
Ivlarketing boards also are self-help instruments
rather than direct government intervention instru-
rnents. Those in existence usually cover a wider
range of activities than a market order would, such
as exercising exclusive control over export product
marketing.

Foreign marketing boards, such as the Australian
Meat Board, the Alberta fCanada! Hog Producers
Marketing Board and the Australian Wheat Board,
have more direct industry control than any other
alternative discussed. This type of marketing program
would represent a greater change from current U.S.
marketing practices than the other marketing alterna-
tives. There probably would he greater acceptance
of the marketing board concept if other alternatives
failed to solve marketing problems or in situations
where a radically different approach was needed to
improve the performance of the rnarkcting system.

Development and Operation
Only national legislation can establish a seafood

marketing board. Objectives, representation, authori-
ty and accountability mechanisms all would be
delineated in this legislation. Membership probably
would consist of fishermen, processor and consumer
group representatives and the board would be ac-
countable to all groups.

Federal legislation could authorize board activity
in the areas of licensing, price regulation, pooling,
sales regulation, market information and financial
support. Licensing could include the power to set
catch and marketing quotas and the power to seize
products contrary to regulations. It also could allow
supply control and regional product dispersion.



Minimum, maxiinum or fixed prices co~ld be
set at the consumer, wholesaler and fishermen level,
ln effect, the board would operate as a legal
monopoly. It could be empowered to take title to
and market pooled products. This would allow all
fishermen to receive the same price after adjustments
for such items as grade and type, It would be
necessary to establish workable grades and standards
before this could become a useful option.

Power also could be granted to regu ate dornes-
tic and export sales and to impose import controls.
Export regulations would have little effect since  ittfe
seafood is exported, but it wou d serve as a power-
ful marketing tool in regulating the volume and
quality of imports. Processors, however, would be
disinclined to accept import restrictions. A market
board also could serve as the industry representative
at international conferences and play an important
role in negotiating import quotas and tariffs.

The board cou d serve as the official collection
and clearinghouse for market information. It ailso
could set and co lect a producers' assessment for
use in seafood promotion and market development,
research and any other needed activities.

Market boards with broad powers as described
here do not exist in the United States. Those in
other countries have been used to establish quotas
through licensing, handle export trade, provide do-
mestic and export product promotion and actual y
control trade through direct buying and selling.

Conditions for Success

The organization and operation of a seafood
marketing board would depend on the support of
fishermen, processors and consumers and on a set
ot mutually agreeable objectives. Success also would
depend on most, or al , of the following seafood
production and marketing characteristics:

1. A marketing board would be most effective
for seafood products with a number of alter-
native uses. This may be a problem for
fisheries since most products are either used
for seafood or for industrial purposes and
they cannot be interchanged. Some seafood
products can be consumed in either fresh
form or in a further processed form, repre-
senting alternative uses. These uses would
need to have different demand e asticities,
however, and not be close substitute». In
genera , seafood products would have trouble
meeting this success criterion.

2. Welf-defined and concentrated production re-
gions also are necessary. Difficulties arise if'
one productio~ area has distinct advantages.
Regiona  reaction to the board's objectives
will differ if production areas are widespread
and operate under different production and
cost structures. This would represent a prob-
lem for many seafooa items such as shrimp.

Shrimp producers in different regions of the
country probably svould have varying reac-
tions to a standard set of marketing objec-
tives.

3. It also helps if there is a difference in
seasonal and regional demand. Price dis-
crirnination schemes cou d be used lo rnain-
tain higher fishermen returns where demand
is different in various markets. This is par-
ticularly true if the regional difference is
between domestic and export markets, There
is some seasonal demand for seafood, al-
though many processed torms can be frozen
for storage. It would be difficult to effect
price discrimination between domestic and
export markets unless the volume of U,S,
exports were increased significantly.

4. It is easier to control activities in a relatively
few market outlets. The current seafood inar-
keting system is composed of loca  fish
houses or unloading stations, brokers and
distributors and processors, These probably
are few enough in number to effect market
control. One possible prob em is that a great
deal of " ocal" seafood marketing occurs.

5. As with any business operation, progressive
leadership and an efficient staff are essential,
These individuals must be ab e to do a better
marketing job than that now provided by the
uncontrolfed, relatively unorganized competi-
tive market system.

Impact
The impact on t'ishermen, marketing firms and

consumers will depend on the scope of the legisla-
tion and the implementation decisions made by the
marketing board for each available option. General-
ly, fishermen should experience more stable prices.
Total fishermen returns should be enhanced if a
two-price system were used for the fresh and frozen
product markets. Individual producers, however,
would have much less decision-making flexibility
than they have in an unregulated market.

Seafood marketing firms also would be affected
by the board's regulations and decisions. Some
decisions now made by marketing firms' rnanage-
rnent would have less influence on market prices,
marketing margins and control of the seafood
through the marketing system.

Consumers might experience somewhat higher
seafood prices if price discrimination activities were
used. The impact on consumers would be less for
highly processed products where the raw product
comprises a smal er proportion of the total cost.
Consumers should benefit through higher quality
products and a more stable product supply. Con-
surners also would benefit if the marketing board
were effective in increasing supp ies and promoting
the use of non-traditional species.
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Extra Market

There are many other ways hshermen indirec:tly
can influence their marketing situatiori. Thev can
cause laws and regulatioris th,it atfect the market
system to 4.' passed and enfoi< ed In tliis v ay, they
are using governmc nt channels tci improve their
marketing system without the direct inti,rvention
c haracterizcxj by several ot the other marketing
alternative s.

Fishermen also may promote and advertise
product~ directly. Promotion and advertising otten
are a part of the marketing alternatives disc ussed
previously, but a distinct organization may be set up
just for the purpose. The five fisheries development
foundations in the U.S. are examples of organiza-
tions which promote regional fishery interests. Com-
rnodity commissions in some states may be or-
ganized to promote seafood without getting directly
involved in seafood marketing in the sense of
ownership or control of the fish.

TT-.

Influencing aod Using Government
Laws can be enacted, regulations changed, laws

enforced and governinent pressure applied. From
1974 to 1979 the Environmental Protection Agency
proposed regulations for effluent release from sea-
food processing pfants. One study indicated that
these regulations would put many small processors
out of bus~ness and thereby decrease the price
competition for products in certain geographic areas.
Strong lobbying effoits have delayed enactment of
these regulations and may be contributing to the
price competition common in the salmon fisheries.

During 1979 there was an extensive lobbying
effort by fishermen and seafood markr.ters to c hange
the market name of Pacific hake to Pacific whiting.
The Food and Drug Administration must approve all
name changes. While those with a vested interest in
Pacific hake were lobbying for a name change, it
was opposed by those with a vested interest in
Atlantic whiting. The name change is expect d to
increase the marketability of Pacific hake but to
compete with and decrease the marketability of
Atlantic whiting. The Pacific hake interest obtained a
favorable ruling in late 1979 and hopes to see this
product's market expand rapidly.

Florida East Coast mackerel fishermen filed a
class action suit against local buyers in the early
1970's, charging price-tixing and restraint of trade.
The fishermen obtained a small financ ial settlement
from the buyers and a cease and desist order against
future price-fixing practices. A similar suit has been
brought more recently in northern California. It seeks
to eliminate geographical price discrimination prac-
tice of northern California huyers.

The Fisheries Conservation and Management Act
of 1976 encourages the development of new
fisheries. While harvest capacity has expanded, there



ImPaCtS

is concern about domestic processing capacity for
several new fisheries, Non-domestic processing
facilities currently are being used to the benefit of
fishermen participating in these new fisheries. Be-
cause of concern over foreign control of markets
and marketing, some in the industry are lobbying
the Department of Commerce to enact regulations
against foreign processors and to provide economic
incentives to expand domestic processing capability.

The increase in public fishery management is
generating new information on markets, market rela-
tionships and market opportunities. Regional fishery
management councils throughout the United States
are supporting seafood marketing studies. The sea-
food industry's use of this new public information
potentially could change the market situation signil'i-
cantly,

Fishery Development Foundations
The creation of fishery development foundations

in each major U,S. fishing area provides additional
opportunities to improve seafood marketing systems.
The foundations are private, non-profit corporations
set up and operated by the fishing industry to tackle
development problems which individuals cannot
undertake alone and to which government programs
cannot be applied efficiently. Although the founda-
tions, in themselves, are not actual marketing alter-
natives, they may influence the development of new
products or new and more efficient market channels.

Fishery development foundatons combine public
and private funds for market development and pro-
rnotion. Mullet from the South Atlantic can be
introduced to Philadelphia consumers, red snapper
from the Culf of Mexico can be introduced to
Milwaukee consumers and Alaska pollock can be
introduced to a nationwide seafood restaurant chain.
Some foundations have also been active in finding
new markets overseas. The Culf and South Atlantic
foundation has identified potential markets in several
African nations.

By their very nature, extra-market activities will
have an indirect, and often hard to evaluate, impact
on fishermen'> marketing or market-related problems.
It should be recognized, however, that before many
of the marketing alternatives discussed earlier can be
used, a legislative and regulatory environment must
exist which permits, and even encourages, their use.
Through involvement in government-influencing ac-
tivities, fishermen can alter this environment so that
more efficient and responsive marketing systems will
develop,

The activities of the development foundations,
various trade associations and industry groups focus

attention on fishery marketing problems, and, in
doing so, may assist in finding solutions to these
probleins. While there are many different interest
groups within and among various U.S. fisheries, any
improvement in the competitive environment will be
passed along and ultimately benefit consumers.



The best marketing decisions are based on the most timely i niorrnat!un.
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Marketing
Alternatives in
Persp tive

Problems in the fish and seafood product mar-
keting system were outlined in the beginning of this
publication. Alternative methods ot organizing and
implementing marketing functions were identified
and their advantages and disadvantages were ex-
amined, These marketing alternatives vary greatly in
organizational character, potential for solving specific
problems and the comrnitrnent required ot fishermen
to make them work. In this section the alternatives
are contrasted in terms of their applicability to
important industry problems and the degree of in-
volvernent required of fishermen and government.

Marketing Problems
As the fishing industry in the United States

evolves, grows and interfaces with a complex food
marketing system which is also undergoing great
change~, a number of basic problems have emerged.
Fishermen must cope with these as they attempt to
maintain their incomes and even their viability as an
economic enterprise.

The problems, as defined earlier, fall into three
categories: demand related, coordination and supply
related. Ten specitic problems were discussed and
are summarized below.

Demand rel ated
I'erishab ility

2. Market access
3, Low level of demand

Coo rd in ation and stru c ture
4. Market information
5. Uniform product standards
6. Competitive markets
7. Scale of marketing operations

Supply related
8. Supply variability
9. Structure of hai vesting industry

10. Import volume

Impact of Alternatives
Both the problems and the alternatives are quite

diverse. The potential impact of alternatives in solv-
ing the problems is illustrated in Table 4. A range of
effectiveness from none to highly effective is used as
a general guide only and should not be interpreted
too precisely. As conditions change the level of
effectiveness also might change somewhat. Never-
theless it is felt that these estimates provide a
framework for fishermen to assess the potential of
each alternative as a solution to their own specific
marketing problems,

Demartd Related Problems
Fishermen will have to integrate forwarcj in
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Coordination Problems

some manner to overcome effectively the limitations
on their actions which result from the highly perish-
able nature of the product. By doing so, the
individual can store his product or direct it to some
alternative market, This reduces his dependence on
local or immediate markets which may be easily
overloaded with products. Except for forward con-
tracting none of the other alternatives provide him
with this type of control.

Improving fishermen's access to broader, more
competitive markets may be enhanced in several
ways. Vertical integration into other levels of the
marketing system is one way of gaining access to
markets. Buying a dockside or processing tacility
gives a group of fishermen a guaranteed market for
their fish at that level, ln doing so, however, they
assume the responsibilities of marketing the product
at some stage further through the system. Organized
exchanges are another way to expand the number of
available buyers. Auctions of various kinds bring
larger numbers of buyers and sellers together, either
physically or by electronic means, This greater
number of buyers will provide a more competitive
pricing arrangement for fishermen, particularly if
they have previously had access to only one buyer
in a market. For buyers it provides a broader supply
of fish from which to select. It also should foster a
more responsive industry where consumers' demands
for different qualities in the market will be reflected
in terms of price differences for ftsherrnen, Croup
bargaining may increase access to buyers somewhat,
but is effective only if the bargaining association
controls a large share of the supply.

Several alternatives provide some opportunity to
attack the problem of low level of demand for fish
and seafood products. This may be done for specific
branded items through vertical integration into the
marketing system. Alternatively, industry organization

under trade groups, foundations or marketing orders
provides a framework for collective action in de-
veloping markets and promoting seafood consurnp-
tion,

Several alternatives could improve the informa-
tion available on supply and demand t.onditions and
current prices. Organized exchanges provide a cen-
tralized source of market at.tivity which easily can
be summarized and disseminated. If the exchange or
auction handles a large volume of product it be-
comes a good source of information for the area it
serves. Using computer facilities through electronic
exchanges would ailow quick summaries of inforrna-
tion and nearly instant access in remote areas.

IntegratiOn Of varlOuS fOrmS may give imprOVed
information to those fishermen directly involved. It

ay 'limit, however, the amount of public intorrna-
tion available on market transactions at specific
levels in the system because some of those transac-
tions will be considered proprietary within a firm.
Collection and dissemination of market information
can be organized and made mandatory through
marketing orders and boards. Cosernrnent and in-
dustry trade groups can have some impact on this
problem as well.

Individuals can address the problem of inade-
quate uniformity in grades and standards for fish and
seafood products in a limited way. The primary
answer is concerted industry-wide action, Marketing
orders, boards and industry stimulated government
action are the most promising approaches. Effort of
integrated firms and organized exchanges can begin
to establish widely recognized and accepted product
standards.



Table 5. level of Fishermen and Government involvement Required to Successfully Implement IVIarketing Alternatives

Type of Fisherman Commitment
Government
InvolvementPolit icalFinancial Supply

Organized Exchanges low-
moderate

moderate low low

Forward Contracting
Vertical Integration

and Joint Ventures
Group Bargaining
Marketing Orders
Marketing Boards
Extra-Market

Activities

low

high
none
high

none
none

none
none

high
moderate
moderate

low

low

high
high

moderate

low
low
low
low

low

high
high

mode rate

Imports of fishery products is a fact of life with
which the industry must continue to deal. Imports
can be controlled only through direct government
action, A marketing board might be granted some
power in this area, but it would likely be very
restricted because of concern for the well-being of
consumers and distribution channels dependent on
the large volume of imports for supplies.

Fishermen and Covernment

Involvement
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To the extent that fishermen are selling in a
market with only one or a few buyers, competttion
may be enhanced by establishing, a local or regional
auction. Integration also may assist fishermen in
overcoming the problems associated with non-corn-
petitive markets. The formation of marketing
cooperatives or fishermen-owned handling and rnar-
keting facilities are examples. The use ot forward
contracts might stimulate more competitive bidding
in some cases but is not likely to be very successful
unless it is used to bring new buyers into the
market. Group bargaining may achieve similar irn-
pacts.

Increasing the scale of marketing operations so
that economies can be achieved might best be
controlled by fishermen through vertical integration.
Organized exchanges, forward contracting and rnar-
keting orders and boards are other alternatives that
could achieve better coordination and potentially
reduce marketing costs.

Supply-Related Problems
Generally, the problem of supply variability

cannot be controlled directly because of the influ-
ence of natural processes. These problems may be
coped with, however, through alternatives which
permit processing and storage and which generally
improve market coordination. Vertical integration,
contracting and the use of marketing orders and
boards could help deal with this problem.

The small-scale, fragmented nature of much of
the fishing industry at the harvesting level contri-
butes to many of the fishermen's marketing prob-
lerns. Auction markets, vertical integration by groups
of fishermen and the use of marketing orders and
boards potentially could improve fishermen's control
over the marketing of the product and, ultimately,
could improve returns. Bargaining and other forms
of collective action offer some potential as well.

As the effectiveness of different marketing alter-
natives vary, so, too, does the amount of cornmit-
ment required of fishermen and the involvement of
government in assuring success. Three types of
Fishermen comrnitrnent are identified here: financial,
supply and political  Table S>.

A high degree of financial involvement is re-
quired of fishermen when they integrate forward.
This may include both capital requirements and
operating funds necessary to finance inventory. Some
financial commitment also may be required to set
up auction markets, Little or no financial cornmit-
ment is required for other alternatives.

Supply cornrnitment ts of great importance to
implement many of the alternatives successfully. A
fisherman must be willing to cornrnit his landings to
whatever group, association, auction or venture is
organized. Without assurance of continued supplies,
no marketing venture or activity can wield the
power that often is necessary to achieve better
conditions. This is particularly true for marketing
cooperatives and bargaining associations, but also is
true for most marketing alternatives which require
group action.

Political comrnitrnent is necessary to enact legis-
lation for some of the marketing alternatives. Market-
ing orders and boards would requtre specific en-



can' ptann ng ari6 organization
ny marketing a ternat«,e work.
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Tabfe 6. Individuals or Groups That Could Initiate Action or Implement Various ivtarketing Alternatives

Individual
Producer

Trade
Associations Corporation GovernmentCooperative

Organized Exchanges
Forward Contracting
Vertica I Integration

and Joint Ventures

Group Bargaining
marketing Orders
htarketing Boards
Extra Market Activities
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abling legislation. They also would require continu-
ing involventc nt, to some degree, of government
through agencies which monitor and regulate ac-
tivities. Through slate regulatory agencies, and more
recently fishery management councils, the fishing
industry has had experience with such government
involvement, Organized exchanges and bargaining
might be encouraged through various types of legis-
lation, As with any industry or consumer group,
there is no substitute for well-organized representa-
tion of the group's view betore legislative bodies
and regulatory agencies.

Initiating Action and Implementing
Alternatives

Having discussed alternative ways to market the
fisherman's catch the next logical question is, "What
do I do nowt" A group effort ultimately is required
to make most of the alternatives work, but the
efforts can be initiated by as few as one or cwo
persons, The first step is the same as for any under-
taking � OrganiZe a Small working coinrnittee Co
define obfectives and explore the idea~ more fully.
Often a trade association or other existing industry
group can help organize this committee's activities.
This is not a requirement, however; other sources of
assistance are available. The local marine advisory
service office or county extension agent may be able
to help in this phase. This office also will have
access to specialists experienced in organizing mar-
keting activities in the cooperative extension program
of each state's Land Grant university.

A marketing organization specialist can assist
the group in identifying problems, setting objectives
and outlining a plan of action, lt may be possible to
visit t'acilities or businesses which are involved in
activities similar to those being contemplated, such
as a cooperative involved m processing or market-
ing. Through such visits, the cornrnittee can gain
first-hand information on the feasibility of its own
ideas,

Some alternatives, such as auction markets, may
not be represented m the area and visits will not be
possible. There are books, manuals, reports and
other publications available which detail the pur-
poses and operation of the alternatives discussed. A
list of additional publications is given at the end of
this report. Persons who have worked in firms that
conducted siinilar activities are another source of
information. Marketing firms in related food indus-
tries also could provide first-hand experience in
organization, financing and marketing problems.

Implementation of each alternative may involve
various groups lTable 6!. Some form of group
involvement is required to provide the necessary
structure for auctions or organized exchanges. Gov-
ernment at the local, state or national level also
could assist.

Forward contracting, in contrast, essentially
needs only two parties to make it work � buyer
and seller, although cooperatives or corporate
busmesses also could contract forward. Govemrnent
need not be involved.

Vertical integration through ownership may be
done by either individual fishermen or groups. Fre-
quently the resources of a group of fishermen are
required to launch an integrated marketing program
successfully. Government involvement is not needed
for this alternative, either. Group bargaining, as the
name implies, has to be done by a group. Most
often, the group is organized as a cooperative,
Government involvement, although not required,
could aid the bargaining process through forrnal
enabling legislation to make the process binding.

Marketing orders and boards could only be
authorized by specific government action. Fishermeri
could influence this through political action, and
would participate in program management once
adopted, but they could not undertake it by Chern-
selves, individually or as a group. Extra-market
activities may be initiated by any group of fishermen
as they see opportunities to influence the marketing
of their product.



Alternatives requiring significant government
legislation would take longest to irnplernent, Any-
thing as involved as a marketing board probably
would take several years to pass once sufficient
industry support was organized. Alternatives requir-
ing individual action, such as vertical integration,
would require the least implementation time�
perhaps only a few months. It would probably take
longer to organize the group necessary for bargain-
ing associations or marketing cooperatives�
perhaps a year or two under the best of circum-
stances. The primary factor would be finding good
leadership at the fisherman level. Auction markets
also might take one to several years to generate
support and put together the physical facilities and
agreements needed to tnake it work.

Conclusions

These marketing alternatives should be con-
sidered as a range of options available to fishermen.
Some exist today, both in the fishing industry and in
other sectors of the food economy, Others represent
major departures from present business methods,
Fishermen in a particular region or fishery who are
not experiencing any marketing problems need no
changes; if problems are encountered, however,

these alternatives may provide a pla< e to begin their
examination and devc loprncnt of solutions.

Various forms of vertical integration seem appro-
priate for a nuinber of problems. This does not
come without cost, however, as a high degree of
financial and market commitment is required to
make su<.h an alternative successful. Organized ex-
changes also might solve a number of marketing
problems. Other alternatives address a narrower
range of problems, but, if used appropriately, could
have a great impact in selected areas. Vertical
integration and contracting primarily would benefit
only those fishermen who initiate and control the
activity. The other alternatives are ibroader in nature,
usually with industry-wide implications, and need
gene ra I support.

Marketing, as with all other business activities,
requires the careful attention of the fisherman. He
should examine the alternatives if he is not satisfied
with the current market available to him. The
alternatives presented here represent a starting point.
Only fishermen, individually or through their organi-
zations, can ~elect the alternative~ or approaches
which best ineet their needs. A careful study is
needed to examine costs and benefit~ before any
major commitment should be made.
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